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Effects of Antiparkinson Medication
on Cognition in Parkinson’s Disease:
A Systematic Review
Marc-André Roy, Maxime Doiron, Jessica Talon-Croteau, Nicolas Dupré,
Martine Simard

ABSTRACT: Objective: This study aimed to systematically review the effects of currently prescribed antiparkinson medication on cognition
in patients with mild-to-moderate Parkinson’s disease (PD) who were either cognitively intact or mildly impaired. Methods: English- and
French-language studies published between 1969 and 2017 were accessed via MedLine, PsychNET, EMBASE and EBSCO databases.
Methodological quality (MQ) was evaluated with the quality assessment instrument of the Cochrane Collaboration Depression, Anxiety and
Neurosis Review (scores from 0% to 44% indicate very low quality; scores from 45% to 64% indicate low quality; scores from 65% to 84%
indicate medium quality; and scores from 85% to 100% indicate high quality). Hedges’ g and Student’s t-test were performed on all cognitive
outcome measures reported.Results: In total, 14 studies assessed the cognitive effects of levodopa (L-D), pramipexole (PRX), selegiline (SEL)
and rasagiline (RAS) in mild-to-moderate non-demented PD patients. The MQ was overall low, with an average score of 49.1%. Results for
L-D showed deleterious effects on a test of cognitive inhibition, as well as benefits on tests of attention/processing speed/working memory,
executive functions and episodic memory. Pramipexole was associated with a worsening of episodic memory and impulse control. Results on
SEL indicated a deterioration of global cognition over time and of concept formation. Rasagiline had some benefits on working memory and
verbal fluency.Conclusion:Antiparkinson medications can have deleterious (L-D; PRX; SEL) and beneficial (L-D; RAS) effects on cognition.
However, randomized double-blind placebo-controlled trials with larger sample sizes are required to better elucidate this issue.

RÉSUMÉ: Objectif: Cette étude vise à recenser systématiquement les effets cognitifs de certains antiparkinsoniens chez des patients aux
stades léger à modéré de maladie de Parkinson (MP) avec ou sans atteintes cognitives légères. Méthode: Les publications anglophones et
francophones de 1969 à 2017 ont été recensées via MedLine, PsychNET, EMBASE et EBSCO. La qualité méthodologique (QM) a été
évaluée avec un instrument de la Cochrane Collaboration Depression, Anxiety and Neurosis Review (0% à 44% signifie une très faible
qualité; 45% à 64% une faible qualité; 65% à 84% une qualité moyenne; 85% à 100% une haute qualité). Le g de Hedges et le t de Student
ont été calculés pour tous les résultats cognitifs. Résultats: Quatorze études évaluaient les effets cognitifs de levodopa, pramipexole,
selegiline et rasagiline chez des patients aux stades léger à modéré de MP sans démence. Globalement, la QM était faible (moyenne de
49.1%). Levodopa est associé à une altération des capacités d’inhibition et des bénéfices aux tests d’attention/vitesse de traitement/
mémoire de travail, de fonctions exécutives et de mémoire épisodique. Pramipexole est associé à une détérioration en mémoire épisodique
et en contrôle des impulsions. Selegiline est associé à une détérioration de la cognition globale et de la formation de concepts. Rasagiline est
associé à des bénéfices en mémoire de travail et en fluidité verbale. Conclusion: Les antiparkinsoniens peuvent avoir des effets cognitifs
délétères (levodopa; pramipexole; selegiline) et bénéfiques (rasagiline; levodopa). Davantage d’essais randomisés en double-aveugle et
contrôle placebo sont nécessaires pour détailler ces effets.
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INTRODUCTION

Diagnostic criteria for mild cognitive impairment (MCI) in
Parkinson’s disease (PD) were developed1 because PD-MCI is
common; it is present in 10% to 64%, that is approximately 40%,
of non-demented PD patients (although exact estimates differ
from study to study).2-6 This condition is characterized by the

presence of cognitive impairment that does not significantly alter
daily living. In PD-MCI, attentional/executive, visuo-spatial
and memory functions are usually the most impaired, although
other domains are also often altered, especially as the disease
progresses.1,6-9 Identifying a way to slow down or prevent the
cognitive decline in PD-MCI is crucial, as longitudinal studies
suggest that around 11% of PD-MCI patients annually convert to
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Parkinson’s disease with dementia (PDD)6 and that most new
PD-MCI cases could progress to PDD within as little as 5 years.10

The progressive degeneration of dopaminergic neurons in the
nigrostriatal and mesocorticolimbic pathways and the presence of
Lewy bodies in midbrain neurons are the neuropathological sub-
strates of early clinical symptoms in PD and PD-MCI. Changes in
the cholinergic, noradrenergic and serotoninergic systems also
appear during the evolution of PD,11-15 and contribute to motor
and cognitive symptoms. As for dopamine (DA), nigrostriatal
damage results in DA depletion in the caudate nucleus, which
progresses from its dorso-lateral to ventro-medial segments.
These areas are involved in frontostriatal loops. This phenomenon
partly reflects the usual evolution of cognitive impairment in PD:
an early presence of a dysexecutive syndrome (dorso-lateral loop)
and the later development of difficulties with reward-based con-
trol of behavior (orbitofrontal loop).16,17 In parallel, neurodegen-
eration also occurs in the DA mesocorticolimbic system, which
innervates many structures involved in cognitive functioning,
such as the prefrontal cortex and the hippocampal formation.18,19

As the earliest and most important pathological mechanism of
PD affects DA transmission, prescribed medications are princi-
pally dopaminergic agents. Although DA depletion does not
explain all cognitive impairments, it nevertheless alters cogni-
tion.20,21 Therefore, dopaminergic agents, by compensating DA
depletion, are likely to affect cognition in PD. The effects of
antiparkinson medications on cognition have been investigated by
several scientists since the advent of levodopa (L-D). However,
the results of this work have never been reviewed in a systematic
manner. In 2013, the first review tackling this question22 was
more a narrative than a systematic review. Although this work
provided some insight into the subject, few details were reported
about the selection process and the characteristics of the studies.
In addition, neither methodological quality of the articles nor
effect sizes of the results were reported.

Therefore, the objective of the present article was to study the
impact of clinically relevant dopaminergic antiparkinson
medications on cognitive functioning in mild-to-moderate non-
demented PD patients with compromised or intact cognition, by
systematically reviewing the literature and providing quantitative
data to assess the significance of the reported effects. Among all
the antiparkinson drugs, this review covers 71% of treatments that
are currently approved for clinical use. More precisely, anti-
parkinsonians recommended by the Canadian Neurological
Sciences Federation (CNSF) Guidelines,23 namely L-D (with or
without concomitant dopa decarboxylase inhibitor [DDCI] and/or
catechol o-methyltransferase [COMT] inhibitor), pramipexole
(PRX), ropinirole, selegiline (SEL) and rasagiline (RAS), were
chosen to be reviewed.

METHOD

Search Strategy and Selection Criteria

A systematic search of the English- and French-language lit-
erature published between January 1969 and November 2017 was
undertaken using the electronic databases MEDLINE, PsychNET,
EMBASE and EBSCO (see Table 1 for keywords and search
strategy). A manual search in the references of the selected articles
was also made.

Eligible studies had to be randomized trials or have a non-
randomized design (e.g., pre-post or off-on studies) with a control

group or within-group comparisons, with or without placebo (Pb).
Designs that allowed the isolation of the effect of one selected
medication on at least one cognitive measure were accepted.
Participants had to be diagnosed with PD according to the Queen
Square Brain Bank (QSBB)24 or the National Institute of Neuro-
logical Disorders and Stroke25 criteria. Studies published before
the QSBB criteria had to specify that a neurologist made the
diagnosis and had to minimally use the Hoehn and Yahr (H&Y)
stages26,27 to document the evolution of the disease. Parkinson’s
disease severity had to be mild to moderate, defined by H&Y
stages ≤3 and a PD duration ≤10 years at baseline. Medication
dosage had to be indicated and results had to be reported on at
least one validated cognitive measure before and after interven-
tion. Exclusion criteria were as follows: cohort and case-control
studies; case reports and animal model studies; trials including
participants presenting with major psychiatric or neurologic
disorder besides PD; and PDD per the DSM28,29 criteria or an
Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE)30 score <26, as
recommended by the Movement Disorder Society (MDS).31

Article Selection and Data Extraction

Figure 1 illustrates the three phases of article selection. Phases
two and three were conducted by two independent reviewers; all
discrepancies were solved by consensus. The methodological
quality analysis was made using the Cochrane Collaboration
Depression, Anxiety and Neurosis Review (CCDAN) quality
assessment scale,32 which is a 23-criteria scale, with each criterion
worth up to 2 points, for a maximum score of 46. This score was
converted to percentage to obtain the methodological quality
(MQ) score, and it was interpreted as follows: 0%-44%= very low
quality; 45%-64%= low quality; 65%-84%=medium, accep-
table quality with some risk of bias; and 85%-100%= high quality
with little or no risk of bias. As the authors of this tool did not
provide any interpretation method for their scores, we devised
these benchmarks based on common sense. It was done in order to
facilitate the interpretation of data, to help comparisons between
articles and to provide rough estimates of the quality of the articles
for each medication. As these interpretation benchmarks are not
validated, the results section contains the main limitations for the
group of articles associated with each medication in an effort to
clarify the reasons why they were classified as they were.

Statistical Analysis

It was impossible to conduct a meta-analysis of our data. Data
on several cognitive outcome measures were needed to achieve
our objective of assessing the effects on all cognitive domains,
making it hard to pool the data in a relevant way. The second best
option was thus chosen, namely a systematic review of the lit-
erature with unpooled statistical analyses. Effect size calculations
were conducted whenever available data allowed the comparison
of cognitive performance before and after treatment. Hedges’ g33

was used, as it provides a correction to Cohen’s d, which
overestimates the effect size when small samples are involved. For
matched-sample comparisons, the formula took into consideration
the covariance of the patients’ performance. Whenever there were
insufficient data to estimate the covariance, it was computed to be
of medium size (r= 0.3).34,35 Cohen’s d benchmarks were used
for interpretation, as Hedges’g and Cohen’s d can be interpreted
the same way. Values of g= 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 were, respectively,
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Table 1: Search strategy and keywords used in the MEDLINE, EMBASE, PsychNET and EBSCO databases

Database

MEDLINE via OVID

Date November 22, 2017

Strategy (#1 AND #2 AND #3) NOT #4

#1 exp Parkinson Disease/OR Parkinson*.af.

#2 exp Mild Cognitive Impairment/OR exp Neuropsychology/OR exp cognition/OR exp executive function/OR exp memory/OR exp spatial learning/OR exp Attention/OR exp Neuropsychological Tests/OR exp
Space Perception/OR (cognit* OR neuropsycholog* OR executive function* OR visuospatial OR attention* OR memory OR prefrontal function*).af.

#3 (dopamine agonist* OR pramipexole OR ropinirole OR MAO-B inhibitor* OR monoamine oxidase inhibitor* OR rasagiline OR selegiline OR antiparkinson medication* OR L-DOPA OR L-3,4-
dihydroxyphenylalanine OR levodopa OR levodopa-carbidopa OR levodopa-benserazide OR COMT inhibitor* OR catechol o-methyltransferase inhibitor* OR entacapone).af. OR antiparkinson agents/OR
benserazide/OR carbidopa/OR levodopa/OR selegiline/OR aromatic amino acid decarboxylase inhibitors/OR catechol o-methyltransferase inhibitors/OR Dopamine Agonists/OR Monoamine Oxidase
Inhibitors/

#4 exp Genes/OR exp models, animal/OR exp primates/OR exp rodentia/OR exp mice/OR exp rats/OR gene*.af. OR (animal* or rat* or mouse or mice or macaque*).af.

Results 1175

EMBASE

Date November 22, 2017

Strategy (#1 AND #2 AND #3) NOT #4

#1 (‘parkinson disease’/exp OR parkinson*))

#2 (((‘cognition’/exp OR ‘attention’/exp OR ‘executive function’/exp OR ‘memory’/exp) OR (‘neuropsychology’/exp OR ‘mild cognitive impairment’/exp) OR (cognit* OR neuropsycholog* OR executive next/1
function* OR visuospatial OR attention* OR memory OR prefrontal next/1 function*))

#3 ((‘dopamine receptor stimulating agent’/de OR ‘pramipexole’/exp OR ‘ropinirole’/exp OR ‘antiparkinson agent’/de OR ‘benserazide plus levodopa’/exp OR ‘carbidopa plus entacapone plus levodopa’/exp OR
‘dopa decarboxylase inhibitor’/de OR ‘carbidopa plus levodopa’/exp OR ‘levodopa’/exp OR ‘monoamine oxidase inhibitor’/de OR ‘selegiline’/exp OR ‘rasagiline’/exp OR ‘catechol methyltransferase
inhibitor’/de OR ‘entacapone’/exp) OR (dopamine next/1 agonist* OR pramipexole OR ropinirole OR ‘mao b’ next/1 inhibitor* OR monoamine next/1 oxidase next/1 inhibitor* OR rasagiline OR selegiline
OR antiparkinson medication* OR ‘l dopa’ OR ‘l 3,4 dihydroxyphenylalanine’ OR levodopa OR ‘levodopa carbidopa’ OR ‘levodopa benserazide’ OR comt next/1 inhibitor* OR (catechol next/1 ‘o
methyltransferase’ and inhibitor*) OR entacapone))

#4 (((‘animal’/exp OR ‘rat’/exp OR ‘mouse’/exp OR ‘macaca’/exp) OR (macaque* OR rat* OR mouse OR mice OR animal*)) OR (‘gene’/exp OR gene*))

Results 222

PsychNET

Date November 22, 2017

Strategy (#1 AND #2 AND #3) NOT #4

#1 (AnyField:(parkinson*) OR (IndexTermsFilt:(“Parkinson’s Disease”)))

#2 (((AnyField:(Dopamine agonist*) OR AnyField:(Pramipexole) OR AnyField:(ropinirole) OR AnyField:(MAO-B inhibitor*) OR AnyField:(monoamine oxidase inhibitor*) OR AnyField:(rasagiline) OR
AnyField:(selegiline) OR AnyField:(antiparkinson medication*) OR AnyField:(L-DOPA OR levodopa OR “levodopa-carbidopa” OR “L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine” OR “levodopa-benserazide” ) OR
AnyField:(COMT inhibitor) OR AnyField:(“catechol o-methyltransferase inhibitor*”) OR AnyField:(entacapone)) OR ((IndexTermsFilt:(“Antitremor Drugs”) OR IndexTermsFilt:(“Carbidopa”) OR
IndexTermsFilt:(“Decarboxylase Inhibitors”) OR IndexTermsFilt:(“Dopamine Agonists”) OR IndexTermsFilt:(“Levodopa”) OR IndexTermsFilt:(“Monoamine Oxidase Inhibitors”))))

#3 ((AnyField:(cognit*) OR AnyField:(neuropsycholog*) OR AnyField:(executive function*) OR AnyField:(prefrontal function*) OR AnyField:(visuospatial) OR AnyField:(attention) OR AnyField:(memory))
OR ((AnyFieldFilt:(“Attention”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“Attentional Capture”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“Autobiographical Memory”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“Cognition”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“Cognitive Control”) OR
AnyFieldFilt:(“Divided Attention”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“Early Memories”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“Eidetic Imagery”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“Episodic Memory”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“Executive Function”) OR
AnyFieldFilt:(“Explicit Memory”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“False Memory”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“Implicit Memory”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“Long Term Memory”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“Memory”) OR AnyFieldFilt:
(“Memory Consolidation”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“Memory Decay”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“Memory Trace”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“Monitoring”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“Neuropsychological Assessment”) OR
AnyFieldFilt:(“Neuropsychology”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“Prospective Memory”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“Reminiscence”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“Repressed Memory”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“Retrospective Memory”) OR
AnyFieldFilt:(“Selective Attention”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“Set Shifting”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“Short Term Memory”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“Spatial Memory”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“Spontaneous Recovery
(Learning)”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“Sustained Attention”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“Task Switching”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“Verbal Memory”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“Vigilance”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“Visual Attention”) OR
AnyFieldFilt:(“Visual Memory”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“Visuospatial Ability”) OR AnyFieldFilt:(“Visuospatial Memory”)))))

#4 ((AnyField:(gene*)) OR ((IndexTermsFilt:(“Alleles”) OR IndexTermsFilt:(“CLOCK Gene”) OR IndexTermsFilt:(“Genes”) OR IndexTermsFilt:(“Immediate Early Genes”) OR IndexTermsFilt:(“Quantitative
Trait Loci”))))OR ((AnyField:(animal*) OR AnyField:(rat*) OR AnyField:(mouse) OR AnyField:(mice) OR AnyField:(macaque*)) OR ((IndexTermsFilt:(“Animal Models”) OR IndexTermsFilt:
(“Baboons”) OR IndexTermsFilt:(“Bonobos”) OR IndexTermsFilt:(“Chimpanzees”) OR IndexTermsFilt:(“Gorillas”) OR IndexTermsFilt:(“Mice”) OR IndexTermsFilt:(“Monkeys”) OR IndexTermsFilt:
(“Norway Rats”) OR IndexTermsFilt:(“Primates (Nonhuman)”) OR IndexTermsFilt:(“Rats”) OR IndexTermsFilt:(“Rodents”))))

Results 372
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interpreted as small, medium and large effect sizes. Student’s
t-tests were also performed. Results were considered statistically
significant with p< 0.05.

RESULTS

Figure 1 presents the flowchart. Fourteen articles meeting
the selection criteria studied L-D with and without DDCI, PRX,
SEL and RAS. No article was found regarding the effects of
ropinirole or COMT inhibitors on cognition. No study used an
extensive neuropsychological assessment to differentiate patients
with intact versus compromised cognition (except for one36), nor
did they use MCI or PD-MCI clinical criteria to categorize cog-
nitively altered patients. The global scores of theMMSE/Montreal
Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) were used to exclude PDD
patients. Tables 2A-2D show the studies’ characteristics. Table 3
describes the cognitive outcome measures administered in the
studies.

Of the 14 studies that were finally included in this review, three
(21%) did not report any statistically significant result on cogni-
tive variables (“negative” studies): two were on PRX and one was
on SEL. In total, 11 studies (79%) reported significant cognitive
results (“positive” studies), together with some non-significant
results.

Levodopa

Table 2A presents the characteristics of the seven studies of
very low to medium MQ on L-D. A small sample size, the lack of
blinding for the participants, as well as for the assessors, the
absence of a power calculation and the lack of concealment of
subject allocation were the most common limitations of the
low- and very low-MQ studies on L-D. The main limitations of
the mediumMQ studies were the absence of power calculation, of
concealment of allocation and of blinding of assessors. The
L-D studies described the effects of 358-540mg/day of L-D and
of 200-281mg/day of L-D and concomitant dopa decarboxylase
inhibitor (L-D +DDCI). One study was a randomized
controlled trial (RCT),39 three were randomized cross-over
trials40,41,43 and three were quasi-experimental studies.37,42,44

All of the quasi-experimental studies used a pretest-posttest
design and within-group comparisons, with two of them having a
healthy control group.42,44 The trials lasted between <5 days and
24 months.

The number of participants enrolled in the patient groups
varied from 1039 to 387,37 with 5/7 studies having sample sizes
≤20. Mean age and disease duration ranged, respectively, from
56.0 to 67.3 and from 1.2 to 3.9 years. A study selected only
de novo patients.39 The means of total scores on the MMSE/
MoCA at baseline (from 28.4 to 28.9/30) suggest that the majority
of PD patients had either mildly impaired or intact cognitive
functioning. Table 4A presents the results from the L-D studies.

Every study presented some statistically significant results on
their cognitive outcome measures. Of a total of 185 results,
32 (17.3%) indicated a statistically significant effect; 12.5% of
these effects were deleterious and 87.5% were beneficial.
Most significant effects were found on measures of executive
functions (53.1%) and episodic memory (28.1%). Half of the
significant effects were reported by the two studies with
medium MQ, whereas the other half were reported by the five
studies with low to very low MQ. Within each cognitive domain,T
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results from studies with lower and higher MQ scores were gen-
erally convergent.

Global Cognition

Only one study44 reported the L-D effects on global cognition
using theMMSE and theMoCA. The comparison between the “On”
(L-D-200mg/carbidopa-100mg) and “Off” treatment states of the
17 patients showed no significant difference on the two measures.

Attention/Processing Speed/Working Memory

A study (n= 10)39 reported a deterioration of large effect size
on the Stroop-Word condition (information processing speed;
p= 0.028; g= 0.754) at 12 months of treatment. The results for
months 3, 6, 18 and 24 were in the same direction and had medium

effects sizes, but did not reach statistical significance (p from
0.063 to 0.116; g from 0.503 to 0.614). There were no significant
differences reported on the SRT and the Stroop Color condition.

This study,39 along with most other studies that administered
the Digit Span test (n= 20;40 40;41 38737), did not report any
significant effects for this task. However, another study (n= 20)43

reported an improvement of medium size (p= 0.027; g= 0.515)
on the Digit Span Backward after 2 months of treatment with
450mg/day of L-D.

No significant change was observed after treatment on most
tests of visuo-spatial attention and working memory (Trail Mak-
ing Test (TMT)-A, New Dot, Corsi and Spinnler Matrices
tests).37,39,40,43 However, a small benefit of L-D (p< 0.001;
g= 0.174) was obtained on the Symbol Digit Modalities Test
(SDMT) after 6 months of treatment.37

Systematic review of the literature

Databases : MedLine, PsychNET, EMBASE,
AgeLine

Limits : Published in French or English
between 1969 and 2017 

Combined results after removal of duplicates
(n = 1553)

Phase 1
Preselection : Title

(n = 503)

Phase 2
Preselection : Abstract

(n = 202)

Phase 3
Selection : Entire article

(n = 13)

Manual search of the references of the
selected articles and thorough analysis

(n = 16)  

Phases 4 and 5
Data extraction and methodological quality

analysis
Final count : n = 14  

Exclusions
•  Language : n = 10  

•  Design : n = 178 

•  Diagnosis or disease stage : n = 24 

•  Type of treatment : n = 60

•  Outcome measures : n = 10  

•  Inaccessible : n =19 

Exclusions

•  Missing quantitative data : n = 2 

Exclusions
•  Language : n = 2 

•  Design : n = 24 

•  Outcome measures : n = 7 

•  Inaccessible : n = 13 

•  Diagnosis or disease stage : n = 98 

•  Type of treatment : n = 20  

•  Missing information : n = 25 

Figure 1: Flowchart.
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Table 2A: Characteristics of participants and medications in studies on the effects of levodopa on cognition

Patient characteristics Medication Study characteristics

Refs. Study group n % ♂ Age
(years)

Educ.
(years)

H&Y Dur.
(years)

MMSE UPDRS Rx mg/day %Max Design Blindness Duration MQ
(%)

37,38 Gr. 1 (iPD) 387 68 63.7 (9.7) 14.2 (3.3) 2.2 (0.5) 3.9 (1.6) nil nil L-D+DDCI 286 14.3 PP-WG n/a 6 mth. 67.4

39 Gr. 1 (L-D)* 10 30 67.3 (7.5) 5.2 (4.1) 1.8 (0.5) 1.2 (0.5) nil 24.8 (15.1) L-D (0-6 mth.)
L-D (6-24 mth.)

435
540

5.4
6.8

RCT Single 24 mth. 65.2

Gr. 2 (PER)* 10 40 63.7 (10.5) 6.7 (6.4) 1.5 (0.6) 1.2 (0.6) nil 22.9 (13.8) PER (0-24 mth.)
L-D (6-24 mth.)

2.8
380

56.0
4.8

40 Gr. 1 (iPD) 20 65 57.0 (9.3) 10.6 (3.5) ≤ 2.5 2.5 (1.3) nil 29.3 (3.6)**,*** L-D or
PRX

458
3.9

5.7
86.7

RCO None 18 wks. 47.8

41 Gr. 1 (rotigotine) 20 55 56.0 (5.6) 10.2 (2.7) ≤ 2.5 2.3 (1.4) ≥ 27 29.0 (3.1)**,*** L-D or
Rotigotine

358
8

4.5
50.0

RCO None 6 mth. 45.7

Gr. 2 (cabergoline) 20 57.0 (2.1) 10.5 (3.4) ≤ 2.5 3.1 (0.5) ≥ 27 28.1 (4.2)**,*** L-D or
Cabergoline

358
6

4.5
52.2

42 Gr. 1 (iPD) 12 50 59.9 (2.5) nil 2.3 (0.2) 3.5 (0.3) 28.4 (0.5)*** 31.0 (4.4) L-D+DDCI 250 12.5 PP-WG-C None 2 wks. 43.5

Gr. 2 (HCS) 10 50 55.2 (3.1) nil n/a n/a 29.9 (0.1) n/a n/a n/a n/a

43 Gr. 1 (iPD) 20 65 58.0 (7.8) 10.1 (2.9) ≤ 2.5 2.6 (1.8) nil 30.0 (4.1)**,*** L-D or
PER

450
3.2

5.6
64.0

RCO None 18 wks. 43.5

44 Gr. 1 (iPD) 17 88 63.2 (8) nil 2.1 (0.3) 3.7 (3.0) 28.9 (1.0) 17.2 (8) L-D +DDCI or Pb 200 n/a 10.0 n/a PP-WG-PC Single < 5 d. 34.8

44 Gr. 2 (HCS) 21 76 63.3 (7) nil n/a n/a 29 (1.0) n/a n/a n/a n/a

% ♂=mean percentage of male participants in the group; %Max= percentage of maximal daily dose recommended; Age=mean age of participants in years; d.= days; Dur.=mean disease duration in years;
Educ.=mean duration of formal education expressed in years; Gr.= group; H&Y=mean stage of Parkinson’s disease progression on the Hoehn & Yahr scale; HCS= healthy control subjects; iPD=
pharmacologically treated participants with idiopathic Parkinson’s disease; L-D= levodopa; L-D +DDCI= levodopa + dopa decarboxylase inhibitor; mg/day=mean daily dose expressed
in milligrams per day; MMSE=mean total score on the Mini-Mental State Examination; mth.=months; MQ=Methodological Qualiy score; n= number of participants; n/a= not applicable;
nil= information not available; Pb= placebo; PER= pergolide; PP-WG= pretest-posttest within-group design; PP-WG-C= pretest-posttest within-group controlled design;
PP-WG-PC= pretest-posttest within-group placebo-controlled design; PRX= pramipexole; RCT= randomized controlled trial; RCO= randomized cross-over trial; Ref.= reference;
Rx=medication; UPDRS=Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating scale; wks.=weeks.
All numerical data are expressed in mean (SD) or mean [range], except for n and study duration.
*de novo patients at baseline.
**Authors specify that the score was obtained on the UPDRS section 3 (UPDRS-III) only.
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Table 2B: Characteristics of participants and medications in studies on the effects of pramipexole on cognition

Patient characteristics Medication Study characteristics

Ref. Study group n % ♂ Age
(years)

Educ.
(years)

H&Y Dur.
(years)

MMSE or
MoCA

UPDRS Rx mg/
day

%
Max

Design Blindness Duration MQ
(%)

40 Gr. 1 (iPD) 20 65 57.0 (9.3) 10.6 (3.5) ≤ 2.5 2.5 (1.3) nil 29.3 (3.6)*,** L-D or
PRX

458
3.9

5.7
86.7

RCO None 18 wks. 47.8

45 Gr. 1 (PRX)*** 10 60 60.1 (10.1) 10.0 (3.9) 2.3 (0.4) 3.1 (1.9) 28.8 (1.3) 16.7 (6.7) PRX 2.1 46.7 RCT None 3 mth. 45.7

Gr. 2 (PER)*** 9 56 57.9 (9.4) 10.2 (3.9) 2.2 (0.5) 3.5 (1.9) 28.2 (1.3) 13.4 (7.8) PER 3 60.0

Gr. 3 (HCS) 13 85 60.3 (8.2) 11.2 (4.2) n/a n/a 28.9 (1.2) nil n/a n/a n/a

46 Gr. 1 (PRX) 30 57 61.7 (14.2) 12.3 (4.4) 2.0 (0.8) 4.6 (4.8) 28.5 (2.2) nil PRX
and
L-D

3
nil

66.7
n/a

RCT None 6 mth. 34.8

Gr. 2 (L-D) 25 60 63.0 (12.7) 11.9 (4.3) 2.3 (1.0) 5.4 (3.1) 28.2 (2.1) nil L-D nil n/a

Gr. 3 (HCS) 25 44 62.5 (15.0) 12.5 (2.8) n/a n/a 28.9 (1.3) nil n/a n/a n/a

47 Gr. 1 (iPD) 7 86 58.6 (6.0) nil nil 6.8 (2.9) 28.1 (1.3) 28.6 (6.8)** PRX 1 22.2 PP-WG n/a <1 wks. 34.8

% ♂=mean percentage of male participants in the group; %Max= percentage of maximal daily dose recommended; Age=mean age of participants in years; Dur.=mean disease duration in years;
Educ.=mean duration of formal education expressed in years; Gr.= group; H&Y=mean stage of Parkinson’s disease progression on the Hoehn & Yahr scale; HCS= healthy control subjects;
iPD= pharmacologically treated participants with idiopathic Parkinson’s disease; L-D= levodopa; mg/day=mean daily dose expressed in milligrams per day; MMSE=mean score on the
Mini-Mental State Examination; MoCA=Montreal Cognitive Assessment; mth.=months; MQ=Methodological Qualiy score; n= number of participants; n/a= not applicable; nil= information not
available; PER= pergolide; PP-WG= pretest-posttest within-group design; PRX= pramipexole; RCT= randomized controlled trial; RCO= randomized cross-over trial; Ref.= reference;
Rx=medication; UPDRS=Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale; wks.=weeks.
All numerical data are expressed in mean (SD) or mean (range), except for n and study duration.
*Authors specify that the score was obtained on the UPDRS section 3 (UPDRS-III) only.
**Authors specify the patients were measured in “Off” state.
***de novo patients at baseline.
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Table 2C: Characteristics of participants and medications in studies on the effects of selegiline on cognition

Patient characteristics Medication Study characteristics

Ref. Study group n % ♂ Age
(years)

Educ.
(years)

H&Y Dur.
(years)

MMSE UPDRS Rx mg/
day

%
Max

Design Blindness Duration MQ (%)

38,48 Gr. 1 (Pb)* 174 66 61.1 (9.5) 14.3 (3.4) ≤ 2.0 ≤ 5.0 28.8 (1.4) nil Pb n/a n/a RPC Double 24 mth. 84.8

Gr. 2 (tocopherol)* 174 Tocopherol 2000** 133.3

Gr. 3 (SEL)* 187 SEL 10 100.0

Gr. 4 (SEL + tocopherol)* 175 SEL and
Tocopherol

10
2000**

100.0
133.3

49 Gr. 1 (Pb-first) 11 50 66.9 (5.4) 10.6 (2.6) 1.0 (1-2) 1.3 (1.8) nil 10.0 (4-20)*** Pb (0-2 mth.)
SEL (2-4 mth.)

n/a
10

n/a
100.0

RCO-P Double
(0-2 mth.)

4 mth. 63.0

Gr. 2 (SEL-only) 9 64.3 (12.6) 12.1 (3.3) 2.0 (1-3) 2.2 (1.4) nil 13.0 (8-17)*** SEL (0-2 mth.) 10 100.0

Gr. 3 (HCS) 11 54 61.6 (11.9) 11.5 (1.9) n/a n/a nil n/a n/a n/a n/a

50 Gr. 1 (SEL) 17 88 55.4 (5.8) nil nil 3.7 (2.4) nil 24.1 (14.1) SEL 10 100.0 PP-C None 3 mth. 23.9

Gr. 2 (Ø Rx) 15 80 56.7 (6.3) nil nil 3.9 (3.1) nil 40.5 (18.5) n/a n/a n/a

% ♂=mean percentage of male participants in the group; %Max= percentage of maximal daily dose recommended; Ø Rx= untreated participants with idiopathic Parkinson’s disease; Age=mean age of
participants in years; Dur.=mean disease duration in years; Educ.=mean duration of formal education expressed in years; Gr.= group; H&Y=mean stage of Parkinson’s disease progression on the Hoehn
& Yahr scale; HCS= healthy control subjects; mg/day=mean daily dose expressed in milligrams per day; MMSE=mean score on the Mini-Mental State Examination; mth.=months; MQ=
Methodological Qualiy score; n= number of participants in study group; n/a= not applicable; nil= information not available; Pb= placebo; PP-C= pretest-posttest controlled design; RCO-P= randomized
cross-over placebo-controlled trial; Ref.= reference; RPC= randomized placebo-controlled trial; Rx=medication; SEL= selegiline; UPDRS=Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale; wks.=weeks.
All numerical data are expressed in mean (SD) or mean (range), except for n and study duration.
*de novo patients at baseline.
**Data presented in IU.
***Authors specify that the score was obtained on the UPDRS section 3 (UPDRS-III) only.
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Episodic Memory

Three different verbal episodic memory tests were adminis-
tered in seven L-D studies: the Buschke Selective Reminding Test
(BSRT),37 the California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT)40,43 and
the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test (RAVLT);39,41 however,
significant differences were only observed on the RAVLT.
Improvements on the RAVLT-trials 1-5 (verbal encoding and
learning) were reported after 3,41 12 and 24 months39 of treatment
with medium (p= 0.016; g= 0.568 at 3 months) to large effect
sizes (p= 0.016 and g= 0.859 at 12 months; p= 0.020 and
g= 0.819 at 24 months). On the delayed recall trial (retention over
time), no significant effect was reported.

Regarding visual episodic memory, L-D did not have any
effect on the BVRT scores, but the performance on the Rey-
Ostterieth Complex Figure Test (ROCFT) improved. Improve-
ments of large effect sizes (p from 0.006 to 0.016; g from 0.852 to
1.029) were recorded at 6, 12 and 24 months post baseline eva-
luations on the ROCFT delayed recall.39

Construction and Motor Performance

The trend toward beneficial effects of treatment increased at
each post-baseline evaluation on the FTT (left hand), reaching
statistical significance and large effect sizes at months 18 and 24
(from p= 0.024 and g= 0.783 at month 18 to p= 0.009 and
g= 0.961 at month 24).39 No change was reported on the ROCFT-
Copy and on the Grooved Pegboard tests.37,39

Concept Formation and Reasoning

A small beneficial effect was obtained on the first of two
administrations of the odd man out (OMO) test (p=0.002;
g= 0.165) after 6 months of treatment.37 L-D treatment yielded no
significant effect on Raven’s ProgressiveMatrices (RPM),Weschler
Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS)-Arithmetics and modified Wis-
consin card sorting test (mWCST) performances.40,41,43

Executive Functions

Three studies40,41,43 yielded deleterious effects of medium to
large effect size (p from <0.001 to 0.002 and g from 0.779 to
1.736) exclusively on the Stroop Color/Word (inhibition) condi-
tion, with the administration of 358-458mg/day of L-D during 18
to 24 weeks. A divergent result came from one study (n= 12)42

reporting an improvement on the inhibition condition of a mod-
ified version of the Stroop (p< 0.03) using an “On-/Off-treat-
ment” paradigm with 250mg/day of L-D +DDCI.

Treatment was most frequently associated with beneficial
effects in four studies using the verbal fluency test.37,40,41,43 Two
studies41,43 showed beneficial effects of medium size on the
Lexical Fluency task (p= 0.031; g= 0.501 at 2 months43 and
p= 0.046 and g= 0.457 at 3 months41). The performance on the
Category Fluency task also improved with small,37 medium43 and
large40 effect sizes (p from 0.003 to 0.046 and g from 0.140 to
0.738 after 2 or 6 months of treatment).

On the Luria tasks, large beneficial effects of treatment were
reported on the motor tasks frommonths 3 to 24 (p from<0.001 to
0.005; g from 1.071 to 1.636). There was no significant effect of
treatment for the rhythm reproduction task.

On the Tower of London test (procedural learning; mental
flexibility), patients’ performance improved with medium effectT
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Table 3: Cognitive measures of efficacy

Measures categorized by main
cognitive domain assessed

Description Scoring* 14**

Global cognition

MMSE30 Test commonly used in clinical practice to globally screen the cognitive functions of a patient. It briefly assesses spatio-temporal orientation, verbal
learning and recall, attention and calculation, language and visuo-construction.
Scoring: It includes 30 questions, each worth 1 point, for a maximum score of 30 points. Depending on the normative data, the total score may be
adjusted for socio-economical status, educational level and duration of administration.

Positive 2

MoCA51 Global cognition test designed to screen for mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and dementia. It briefly assesses spatio-temporal orientation,
sustained attention, serial subtraction, auditory working memory, sentence repetition, verbal fluency, abstract thinking, visuospatial/executive
functions, verbal learning and recall.
Scoring: it is scored on a 30-point scale, with each question worth 1 point

Positive 1

WAIS,52 translated for Indian
participants

The Indian translation of the third edition of the Weschler Intelligence Scales for adults (16 years or older). This cognitive test battery includes tests
that tap into a wide range of cognitive functions, including abstract perceptual and verbal reasoning, auditory working memory, verbal and visual
attention, semantic memory and processing speed, among others.
Scoring: each test score is integrated into a composite score and composite scores are transformed into a global IQ score

Positive 1

Attention/processing speed/working memory

Corsi Test53 Visuo-spatial working memory task consisting of nine identical cubes placed in a random order on a board. The examiner taps the blocks in
sequences and the examinee must reproduce the same tapping patterns immediately after presentation.
Scoring: number of tapping sequences correctly reproduced

Positive 2

Digit Span54-56; DOT-A57 Auditory attention span tests. Patients must repeat a series of numbers presented orally, in the same order as it was dictated (Digit span Forward), in
reverse order (Digit Span Backwards) or in ascending order (DOT-A).
Scoring: number of correctly repeated sequences
Psychometric characteristics: cited by the MDS task force guidelines1 as good examples of attention and working memory tests for PD patients;
High internal consistency, excellent inter-rater reliability and good construct validity58; Particularly sensitive for patients with PD, sufficient
reliability, good validity57

Positive 8

SDMT59 Task consisting of copying numbers associated with specific symbols according to a visually presented key, as fast as possible, in 90 seconds. It is
also possible to ask for an oral response in addition or in replacement of the written one.
Scoring: number of digits correctly copied.
Psychometric characteristics: good sensitivity and validity to assess information processing speed60. The oral-format SDMT demonstrated
excellent test-retest reliability61; Reasonable test-retest reliability, and subjects who completed the same form revealed significant practice effects,
which were almost non-existent in those filling different forms62

Positive 2

Spinnler Matrices63 Test measuring selective attention in a visual-search condition. The patient must search for target numbers hidden in a matrix that also presents
distractor numbers.
Scoring: number of correct items found within the 45-second delay

Positive 3

Spot-the-dot task; New dot test64,65 Visuo-spatial working memory test, where the patient has to remember where he saw a specific dot on a computer screen, in order to later locate this
target dot among distractor dots. Another version (New Dot test) also exists, in which the patient must identify the new dot among other dots
previously shown on the screen. He thus must learn the spatial location of the other dots to achieve this goal.
Scoring: number of dots correctly located

Positive 2

SRT66 Task consisting of pushing a button or a keyboard key as fast as possible every time a stimulus is presented. The stimuli may be in the visual or
auditory modalities.
Scoring: reaction time in milliseconds (the shorter the better)

Negative 2

Stroop67 Condition 1/color: the stimuli sheet presents differently colored rectangles; the patient must name the color); Condition 2/word: The stimuli sheet presents the
names of a three colors printed in black ink; the patient must read the name of the colors out loud.
Each sheet contains several lines of stimuli, which must be named/read entirely, as fast as possible, from left to right, line after line.
Scoring: completion time or time per 100 stimuli (depending on the version), in seconds (the shorter the better), and number of errors/condition.
Psychometric characteristics: cited by theMDS task force guidelines1 as a good example of cognitive tests to usewith PDpatients; good temporal reliability68

Negative 6

Modified Stroop task42 This is a computerized task based on the original Stroop test, designed to be easily administered to participants while inside an fMRI scanner and without
using verbal responses. There are three conditions; the first two assess attentional functions and processing speed: “Sensorimotor” (control task;
identify the “foreign” target among four possible choices), and “Neutral” (cognitive task; select one of four color names correctly representing the color
of a presented square). The third condition is named “Incongruent” and is described in the “Executive functions” section of this table.
Scoring: Accuracy (% of correct responses relative to errors), Interference effect ([“Incongruent” RT]—[“Neutral” RT]), Differences in RT/ΔRT
([“Sensorimotor” RT]—[“Neutral” RT] OR [“Incongruent” RT])

%= positive
RT= negative

1
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TMT-A69 The stimuli sheet presents several circles, randomly arranged across the page, each containing a number. The patient has to connect the circles in
ascending order as fast as possible.
Scoring: completion time in seconds (the shorter the better).
Psychometric characteristics: cited by the MDS task force guidelines1 as a good example of cognitive test to use with PD patients; Excellent test-retest
reliability70

Negative 6

Perception

BFR71 This task consists of matching the picture of a face with one or more of the six response choices representing different angles or lighting of the same target
person or pictures of faces other than the target one. There are three conditions for representation of the faces on the multiple-choice response cards: a
front view (identical to the view on the picture the patient has), a front with side view or a front view taken under different lighting conditions.
Scoring: number of correctly matched pictures
Psychometric characteristics: a reliability correlation of 0.60 (questionable) was obtained after a 1-year retesting of elderly control subjects72. Practice
effects appear to be mostly negligible73

Positive 1

BJLO71 This test includes 30 items in which participants must match two angled lines on top of the booklet to a set of 11 angled lines that are arranged in a
semicircle at the bottom of the booklet.
Scoring: number of items on which judgement for both lines are correct, for a possible maximum score of 30 points.
Psychometric characteristics: acceptable construct validity and criterion-related validity74

Positive 1

Memory

BSRT75 Test procedure aiming at differentiating the memory processes of encoding, storage, retention and retrieval. It usually involves exposing the patient
to a list of words (either verbally or in written/image form) for a number of immediate free and cued recall trials. From the second trial onward,
patients are only told/shown the words they omitted on the previous trial. The number of trials depends on the version of the test procedure used.
A delayed free and cued recall trial (usually after 30 minutes) is then administered, and is sometimes followed by a four-choice recognition trial.
Scoring: number of correctly recalled words/trial

Positive 2

BVRT76 Visual recall task that consists of reproducing the figures presented on a card, either immediately or after a 5-15-second delay, depending on the
administration procedure used. Most of the cards contain three figures arranged on a horizontal plane, two large and one small, with the small
figure always to one side or the other.
Scoring: number of correctly recalled designs and number of errors (omissions, distortions, perseverations, rotations, misplacements)

Positive and
negative

1

CVLT77,78 The test consists of a five-trial list-learning task, where the patient has to learn a list of 16 orally presented words (list A), each belonging to one of
four semantic categories. This learning phase is followed by an immediate recall of a different 16-word list (interference list—list B), and a free
and cued recall of list A. This is followed by a 20-minute delayed free and cued recall of list A. The task ends with a recognition trial of list A.
Scoring: number of correctly recalled or recognized words/trial.
Psychometric characteristics: cited by theMDS task force guidelines1 as a good example of episodic memory tests for PD patients; good test-retest
reliability and good internal consistency79

Positive 2

Explicit motor sequence
learning task44

Computerized task designed to be easily administered inside an fMRI scanner. Patients must press one of four buttons as fast as possible when an
“X” appears on the screen. Each button corresponds to a stimulus box on the screen, in which the “X” appears in a determined order or random six-
element sequences. Each sequence is followed by a 20-second pause, during which the patients are informed whether the next sequence is going to
appear in a random order or not.
Scoring: learning magnitude measured in error or in RT (milliseconds, the shorter the better).

Negative 1

RAVLT80 The test consists of a five-trial list-learning task, where the patient must learn a list of 15 orally presented words, none of which are semantically
related. This learning phase is followed by an immediate recall of a different 15-word list (interference list) and a free recall of the original list. This
is followed by a 30-minute delayed free recall and a recognition trial of the original list.
Scoring: number of correctly recalled or recognized words/trial.
Psychometric characteristics: cited by theMDS task force guidelines1 as a good example of episodicmemory tests for PDpatients; high test-retest reliability81

Positive 2

RBMT82 Battery of ecological tests measuring memory functions mandatory in daily living. It is composed of 10 tasks: “Remembering a name” (associated to a
photograph), “Remembering a hidden belonging” (the examiner hides an object that belongs to the patient and instructs him to remember where it is hidden
and to ask for it after a specific cue is given), “Remembering an appointment” (the patient must ask about it after a 20-minute delay indicated by an alarm),
“Remembering a newspaper article” or “Story recall” (once after hearing the story and once after a 20-minute delay), “Face recognition” (five pictures seen a
few minutes earlier have to be identified among a group of 10), “Remembering a new route” (that the examiner traces among predetermined points in the
examination room, immediate and 10-minute delayed recall), “Delivering a message” (during the route-recall; the message is given before setting out on the
route), “Orientation” (time and place), “Date”, “Picture recognition” (10 pictures are shown to the patient, who is then asked a fewmoments later to identify
them after they have been mixed with 10 distractor pictures).
Scoring: “Total Score”: Sum of the test scores that make up a test profile; “Total Screening Score”: Combination of the screening scores of all tasks (except
for “Delivering a message”), which are based on a pass/fail criteria.
Psychometric characteristics: cited by the MDS task force guidelines1 as a good example of episodic memory tests for PD patients; high validity and inter-
rater reliability83

Positive 1
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Table 3. Continued

Measures categorized by main
cognitive domain assessed

Description Scoring* 14**

ROCFT80 Reproduction of a complex figure composed of 18 elements, first in a copy condition and then in immediate (3 minutes after copy) and delayed
(30 minutes after copy) recall conditions. A recognition trial is then administered. The copy condition is used to assess construction praxis. A
“programming” trial is available if the copy is failed, in which a construction strategy is given to the patient, in order to minimize the executive
demands of the task and better isolate its visuo-spatial component.
Scoring: Many scoring systems exist for this task. The original and most used scoring system grants a score of 0, 1 or 2 for each of the 18 elements,
depending on the quality of its reproduction, with a maximum score of 36.
Psychometric characteristics: Reliable tool for patients with memory disease84

Positive 1

Verbal Paired Associates (WMS-R)85 The examiner orally presents a series of eight word pairs. After the last pair is given, the first word of each pair is presented again and the patient has
to recall the word that was paired with it. There are four learning trials, in which the pairs and recall prompts are presented in a different order. A
20-30-minute delayed recall trial is then conducted, followed by a recognition trial.
Scoring: number of correctly recalled words
Psychometric characteristics: WMS-R has acceptable levels of reliability86

Positive 1

Visual Reproduction (WMS-R)85 Patients must draw what they remember of geometric designs they were previously exposed to for a 10-second period. A 30-minute delayed recall is
administered, followed by a 48-item recognition trial.
Scoring: the scoring system divides every design in a variable number of parts, each of which may be given a score of 0, 1 or 2, depending on the
quality of the reproduction.
Psychometric characteristics: WMS-R has acceptable levels of reliability, although the Visual Memory index is susceptible to a number of
influences, which raises concerns about its construct validity86

Positive 1

Verbal function and language skills

BNT87 Task measuring confrontational word naming, consisting of naming each presented image within a 20-second delay. It involves an ascending
difficulty, where images less frequently seen in everyday life are presented increasingly as the test evolves.
Scoring: number of correctly named images. It includes a maximum of 60 images, each worth 1 point if named correctly. Validated short 15- and
30-item versions are also available.
Psychometric characteristics: its qualities are controversial. It is cited by the MDS task force guidelines1 as a good example of language tests for
PD patients, but at the same time a recent review88 questions whether it is still fit for its purpose, reporting criticisms such as “poor psychometric
properties”, “inadequately standardized” and “inadequate norms”. Notably, they report a ceiling effect and a non-normal score distribution that
renders it less adequate to identify subtle deficits or gradual declines in performance, as seen in conditions such as mild cognitive impairment

Positive 1

Construction and motor performance

CDT89 The patient must draw a clock, including all its parts (frame, numbers, hands), that indicates a given hour (11:10). A copy task is also possible if the
free drawing trial has failed. The test allows for qualitative and quantitative scores (frame integrity, number placement and sequencing, presence
and placement of the hands). CDT screens several cognitive functions, including visuo-spatial processing and executive functions.
Scoring: many scoring systems are available. An example of a 7-point scoring system verifies whether (1) the numbers from 1 to 12 are present;
(2) the numbers are properly sequenced; (3) the numbers are positioned well; (4) the 2 clock hands are drawn; (5) the clock hand indicating the
hours is positioned correctly; (6) the clock hand indicating the minutes is positioned correctly; (7) the size of the different clock hands are
respected. The scoring system used in the original articles of the present review is not always specified

Positive 1

Grooved Pegboard test90 Manual dexterity task consisting of a metal board containing a matrix of 25 holes with randomly positioned slots. All of the pegs have a ridge along
one side and have to be rotated in a position matching the hole in order to be inserted. The patient must insert the pegs in the holes in sequence, as
fast as they can, until all the pegs have been placed. Two trials are conducted, first with the dominant and then the non-dominant hand.
Scoring: time (in seconds) required to complete the task for each trial (the faster the better)

Negative 1

ROCFT(copy)91,92 This task notably involves memory in addition to construction praxis. Please refer to the “Memory” section of this table for a complete description. Positive 1

ROT93 The task uses two identical apparatus, one for the patient to use and one used as a model to replicate. These apparatus are vertical rods that can rotate
on a 360° axis, to the top of which are attached another rod that can be moved up and down in a sagittal plane. The patients must match the
displacement of their hinged rod, so that it is identical to the model apparatus. Patients are only allowed to use their preferred hand, and to move
their head and their eyes, but not their trunk. There are two conditions to the test, depending on whether the patient is blindfolded (Tactile
condition) or not (Visual condition). Vertical and horizontal errors are measured using a goniometer.
Scoring: number of errors

Negative 1

FTT94 This task measures psychomotor speed and manual dexterity. It consists of repeatedly pressing a keyboard key or the button of an adapted tapper and
counter, using the index finger of the dominant hand, as many times as possible, within a given time delay (10-30 seconds), depending on the
version administered. A second set of trials is conducted using the non-dominant hand.
Scoring: total number of button presses in a set of trials.

Positive 1
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Concept formation and reasoning

APM95; RPM96 The RPM is a non-verbal problem-solving task, in which the patient must identify the element that correctly completes the presented series among
six response choices. Other versions of the test exist, including the APM, which was developed for patients with above average intellectual ability.
Scoring: number of correctly solved problems, with a maximum score of 60 points.

Positive 2

Arithmetics54 Arithmetic problems are presented orally in a story format, arranged according to the level of difficulty. A time limit, varying with the difficulty of
the problem, is imposed to the patient. The patient cannot use visual aids.
Scoring: number of correctly solved problems within the time limit

Positive 1

OMO97 The patient must designate which set of letters or geometrical shapes differs from the others on two decks of cards, using two rules of classification
alternately on two successive trials. Each deck includes eight cards/trial (total of two trials= 16 cards). Each card displays three letters or shapes.
Of those three items, two are similar and the third is different. The classification rule can be the size or shape of the item. On the first trial, the rule
is decided by the patient, and on the second trial the patient is asked to use another rule, without stating explicitly what those rules are. This rule
alternation continues up to item eight, and then the rules are told to the patient, if he has not already guessed them. Scoring: number of correct
choices on each trial; number of errors made

Positive and
negative

2

WCST98; mWCST99 This task consists of two decks of 64 cards each that the patient has to sort in one of four categories indicated by four stimulus cards, according to
some undisclosed principle. The patient must deduce the sorting principle from the ambiguous feedback of the examiner (who only tells whether
the placement of each card is “right” or “wrong”). On every card appears one to four symbols (triangle, star, circle or cross) printed in either red,
green, yellow or blue, which are disposed in a variable pattern, making every card different from one another. The sorting principle is either by
color, form or number, and it must be shifted by the examiner after a run of 10 correct placements, without informing the patient of this sudden
change. The test stops after 6 runs of 10 correct placements or after all the cards have been placed. Several versions of this test are available,
including the mWCST, in which the number of cards has been reduced to 2 decks of 24 cards, the number of trials before switching principle is
lowered to six and the patient is informed of the category switching.
Scoring: number of cards correctly sorted (total correct), number of cards incorrectly sorted (total errors), number of correct runs from 10 (or 6)
sorts (categories), number of cards sorted when the patient persists in responding according to an incorrect and/or previously successful principle
(perseverative errors/responses), number of errors that are not classified as perseverative (non-perseverative errors), number of trials to complete
the first category, achieved by giving 10 (or 6) correct responses in a row (trials to first category)
Psychometric characteristics: cited by the MDS task force guidelines1 as good examples of cognitive tests to use with PD patients; controversial
test-retest reliability, with some qualifying it as poor [mWCST],100 and others reporting that normal controls only modestly improved after
repeated testing, with results not pointing toward a strong practice effect101

Positive and
negative

3

Executive functions

Delay Discounting Task102 In this computerized task, patients in a PET scanner must choose between a small immediate reward (fictional money) and a larger delayed reward.
For each trial, the length of the delay varies (×weeks/months/years). Thus, this task is a measure of impulsivity level.
Scoring: it uses a k-value derived from an hyperbolic function that takes into account the value of the reward and the length of the delay.
Psychometric characteristics: modest levels of reliability. Some findings raised questions about the commonly assumed relationship between
discounting and the construct of impulsivity103

Negative 1

Go/No-go Task104 In this computerized task, patients in a PET scanner must press a button as fast as they can when the target stimulus is displayed (a white circle) and
to withhold their response when the distractor stimulus is displayed (a white X). No other stimuli are used during the test sequence.
Scoring: RT in milliseconds (the shorter the better) and errors (anticipation, commission)

Negative 1

Luria tasks105,106 “Motor Test”: section of the Dynamic Organization part of the evaluation of the motor functions of the hands from the “Luria’s neuropsychological
investigation” battery.106 The patient is asked to rest his hands on a table and place them in three successive positions, namely “fist”, “edge” and
“palm”. In the “fist” position, a fist is formed with the hand and is placed on the table such that the back of the hand is visible. In the “edge”
position, the edge of the hand is the only point of contact with the table, placing the hand in a vertical position. In the “palm” position, the hand is
placed horizontally on the table, in a way that allows the palm to be in contact with it. Before starting his sequence, the patient has to tell the
examiner what he intends to do, in order to ensure that failed attempts are not due to a memory defect.
“Rhythm reproduction”: This refers to the Motor performance of rhythmic groups segment of the evaluation of perception and reproduction of
rhythmic structures from the “Luria’s neuropsychological investigation” battery.106 First, the patient has to use his fingers to replicate the
rhythmic tapping sequences demonstrated by the examiner. Then, the examiner gives verbal direction for the production of rhythmic sequences,
which the patient must reproduce via finger tapping. Before performing its reproductions, the patient must tell the examiner what he intends to do,
in order to ensure that failed attempts are not due to a memory defect.
Scoring: for the motor test, points are given according to the number of sequences correctly performed, and for the rhythm task the points are
derived from the number of errors committed

Positive and
negative

1

Stroop67 Condition 3/Color-word: The stimuli sheet presents the name of three colors, printed in a colored ink, but the written word never matches the color of
the ink it is printed in; the patient has to name the color of the ink without reading the written word. It is a measure of cognitive inhibition.
The sheet contains several lines of stimuli, which must be named entirely, as fast as possible, from left to right, line after line.
Scoring: completion time or time per 100 stimuli (depending on the version), in seconds (the shorter the better), and number of errors/condition.
Psychometric characteristics: cited by the MDS task force guidelines1 as a good example of cognitive tests to use with PD patients; test-retest
reliability is high with children, as well as with adults107

Negative 6
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Table 3. Continued

Measures categorized by main
cognitive domain assessed

Description Scoring* 14**

Modified Stroop task42,67 This is a computerized task based on the original Stroop test, designed to be easily administered to participants while inside a fMRI scanner without
using verbal responses. There are three conditions, and only the third response assesses executive functions, namely cognitive inhibition:
“Incongruent” (cognitive task; select one of the four color names correctly representing the ink in which is written another color name that is
incongruent to the meaning of the presented name).
Scoring: accuracy (% of correct responses relative to errors), interference effect ([“Incongruent” RT]—[“Neutral” RT]), Differences in RT/ΔRT
([“Sensorimotor” RT]—[“Neutral” RT] OR [“Incongruent” RT])

Positive and
negative

1

Tower of London108 The test uses one board with three pegs, beads of different colors and a booklet presenting images of the problem-solving tasks. To reach the best
possible solution, the participant must think ahead in order to determine the optimal order of moves necessary to replicate the bead pattern
displayed on the image in the booklet. Two main rules must be respected. First, the patient is only allowed to move one bead at a time, and only
from one peg to another. Second, each peg can hold up a different maximum number of beads. The patient has a maximum of three trials to solve
each problem.
Scoring: there are 12 problems, each worth a maximum of 3 points, for a maximum possible score of 36 points. The number of points awarded for
each problem depends on the number of trials necessary to solve it (1 trial= 3 points; 2 trials= 2 points; 3 trials= 1 point).
Psychometric characteristics: despite poor to questionable internal consistency for this scoring system, the discriminative validity and clinical
utility for assessing planning deficits in PD-MCI is high109

Positive 1

TMT-B69 The stimuli sheet presents several circles, randomly arranged across the page, each containing either a letter or a number. The patient must connect
the circles as fast as possible, alternating between ascending numbers and letters in alphabetical order. It measures mental flexibility.
Scoring: completion time in seconds (the shorter the better)
Psychometric characteristics: cited by the MDS task force guidelines1 as a good example of cognitive tests to use with PD patients; good
sensitivity to brain damage. Excellent test-retest reliability70

Negative 5

Verbal Fluency tests110,111;
COWAT112

These tests measure the initiation capacity. It consists of either producing as many words as possible that begin with a given letter (e.g., F, A, S) or
producing as many words as possible belonging to a given semantic category (e.g., animals), within a 60-second delay/trial.
Scoring: number of correct words/trial.
Psychometric characteristics: cited by theMDS task force guidelines1 as good examples of executive functions tests for PD patients; The COWAT
has adequate test-retest reliability113

Positive 7

APM=Advanced Progressive Matrices; BFR=Benton Facial Recognition; BJLO=Benton Judgment of Line Orientation; BNT=Boston Naming Test; BSRT=Buschke Selective Reminding Test; BVRT=Benton’s Visual
Retention Test; CDT=Clock Drawing Test; COWAT=Controlled Oral Word Association Test; CVLT=California Verbal Learning Test; DOT-A=Adaptive Digit Ordering Test; FTT=Finger Tapping Test; MDS=
Movement Disorders Society; MMSE=Mini-Mental State Examination; mWCST=Modified Wisconsin Card Sorting Test; MoCA=Montréal Cognitive Assessment; OMO=OddMan Out; RAVLT=Rey Auditory Verbal
Learning Test; RBMT=Rivermead Behavioral Memory Test; ROCFT=Rey-Ostterieth Complex Figure Test; ROT=Rod Orientation Test; RPM=Raven’s Progressive Matrices; RT=Reaction time; SDMT= Symbol
Digit Modalities Test; SRT=Simple Reaction Time; TMT=Trail Making Test; WAIS=Weschler Adult Intelligence Scale; WCST=Wisconsin Card Sorting Test; WMS-R=Wechsler Memory Scale Revised.

Cognitive domain classification is based on Lezak, Howieson et al.114 Some descriptions are based on Strauss et al115 and Lezak et al.114

*Positive scoring implies that the higher the score is, the better the performance is, whereas negative scoring implies that the higher the score is, the worse the performance is.
**Number of selected original articles using the described cognitive task as an outcome measure.
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Table 4A: Effects of levodopa on cognitive outcome measures

Ref. Measures of efficacy Results
37 Digit span –

Forward BL versus 06 mth: ns, g= 0.034 (−0.071; 0.140)

Backward BL versus 06 mth: ns, g= 0.000 (−0.105; 0.105)

New Dot Test BL versus 06 mth: ns, g= 0.053 (−0.049; 0.154)

SDMT BL versus 06 mth: ↑, p< 0.001, g= 0.174 (0.071; 0.276)

BSRT –

Total recall BL versus 06 mth: ns, g= −0.030 (−0.132; 0.071)

Delayed recall BL versus 06 mth: ns, g= 0.000 (−0.102; 0.102)

OMO –

Form 1 BL versus 06 mth: ↑, p= 0.002, g= 0.165 (0.059; 0.271)

Form 2 BL versus 06 mth: ns, g= 0.097 (−0.009; 0.202)

Verbal fluency BL versus 06 mth: ↑, p= 0.010, g= 0.140 (0.034; 0.246)
39 Digit Span BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= −0.055 (−0.676; 0.565)

BL versus 06 mth: ns, g= 0.051 (−0.569; 0.672)
BL versus 12 mth: ns, g= 0.190 (−0.435; 0.816)

BL versus 18 mth: ns, g= 0.306 (−0.328; 0.940)
BL versus 24 mth: p= 0.110, g= −0.513 (−1.172; 0.146)

SRT – –

Visual RT (ms) BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= −0.375 (−1.016; 0.266)
BL versus 06 mth: p= 0.075, g= −0.582 (−1.252; 0.089)
BL versus 12 mth: ns, g= −0.479 (−1.134; 0.175)

BL versus 18 mth: p= 0.103, g= −0.525 (−1.186; 0.136)
BL versus 24 mth: ns, g= 0.000 (−0.620; 0.620)

Aleatory visual RT (ms) BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= −0.048 (−0.668; 0.572)
BL versus 06 mth: ns, g= −0.272 (−0.903; 0.360)
BL versus 12 mth: ns, g= −0.207 (−0.833; 0.420)

BL versus 18 mth: ns, g= −0.288 (−0.921; 0.344)
BL versus 24 mth: ns, g= 0.220 (−0.407; 0.848)

Auditory RT (ms) BL versus 03 mth: ns, g=−0.037 (−0.657; 0.583)
BL versus 06 mth: p= 0.094, g=−0.542 (−1.205; 0.122)
BL versus 12 mth: ns, g=−0.240 (−0.869; 0.389)

BL versus 18 mth: ns, g=−0.310 (−0.944; 0.325)
BL versus 24 mth: ns, g=−0.312 (−0.947; 0.323)

Stroop (computerized) – –

Word (RT, ms) BL versus 03 mth: p= 0.063, g= 0.614 (−0.061; 1.290)
BL versus 06 mth: p= 0.116, g= 0.503 (−0.155; 1.161)
BL versus 12 mth: ↓, p= 0.028, g= 0.754 (0.052; 1.457)

BL versus 18 mth: p= 0.079, g= 0.573 (−0.096; 1.241)
BL versus 24 mth: p= 0.072, g= 0.584 (−0.087; 1.255)

Color (RT, ms) BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.256 (−0.374; 0.885)
BL versus 06 mth: ns, g= −0.099 (−0.720; 0.522)
BL versus 12 mth: ns, g= −0.202 (−0.828; 0.424)

BL versus 18 mth: p= 0.082, g= −0.565 (−1.233; 0.102)
BL versus 24 mth: ns, g= −0.036 (−0.656; 0.584)

Color-word BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.275 (−0.356; −0.906)
BL versus 06 mth: ns, g= 0.470 (−0.183; 1.123)
BL versus 12 mth: ns, g= 0.179 (−0.446; 0.803)

BL versus 18 mth: ns, g= −0.208 (−0.835; 0.418)
BL versus 24 mth: ns, g= 0.037 (−0.583; 0.657)

TMT—A BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= −0.231 (−0.859; 0.397)
BL versus 06 mth: ns, g= −0.224 (−0.851; 0.404)
BL versus 12 mth: p= 0.114, g= −0.506 (1.164; 0.153)

BL versus 18 mth: ns, g= 0.182 (−0.443; 0.807)
BL versus 24 mth: ns, g= 0.074 (−0.546; 0.695)

BVRT (errors) BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= −0.220 (−0.848; 0.407)
BL versus 06 mth: ns, g= −0.087 (−0.708; 0.534)
BL versus 12 mth: ns, g= −0.031 (−0.651; 0.589)

BL versus 18 mth: ns, g= −0.122 (−0.744; 0.500)
BL versus 24 mth: ns, g= −0.105 (−0.727; 0.516)

RAVLT – –

Trials 1-5 BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.249 (−0.380; 0.879)
BL versus 06 mth: p= 0.068, g= 0.599 (−0.074; 1.272)
BL versus 12 mth: ↑, p= 0.016, g= 0.859 (0.134; 1.584)

BL versus 18 mth: ns, g= 0.488 (−0.168; 1.144)
BL versus 24 mth: ↑, p= 0.020, g= 0.819 (0.103; 1.535)

Trial 6 BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.340 (−0.297; 0.978)
BL versus 06 mth: ns, g= 0.388 (−0.255; 1.030)
BL versus 12 mth: p= 0.060, g= 0.621 (−0.056; 1.298)

BL versus 18 mth: ns, g= 0.270 (−0.361; 0.901)
BL versus 24 mth: ns, g= 0.269 (−0.362; 0.900)

ROCFT – –

Copy BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.298 (−0.336; 0.931)
BL versus 06 mth: ns, g= 0.431 (−0.217; 1.079)
BL versus 12 mth: ns, g= 0.251 (−0.378; 0.881

BL versus 18 mth: ns, g= −0.092 (−0.713; 0.529)
BL versus 24 mth: ns, g= 0.019 (−0.601; 0.639)

Delayed recall BL versus 03 mth: p=0.053, g= 0.645 (−0.037; 1.326)
BL versus 06 mth: ↑, p= 0.012, g= 0.906 (0.170; 1.642)
BL versus 12 mth: ↑, p= 0.006, g= 1.029 (0.262; 1.795)

BL versus 18 mth: p= 0.056, g= 0.633 (−0.046; 1.312)
BL versus 24 mth: ↑, p= 0.016, g= 0.852 (0.129; 1.576)
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Table 4A. Continued

Ref. Measures of efficacy Results

FTT – –

Right hand BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= −0.272 (−0.903; 0.359)
BL versus 06 mth: ns, g= −0.086 (−0.707; 0.535)
BL versus 12 mth: ns, g= 0.116 (−0.506; 0.737)

BL versus 18 mth: ns, g= −0.008 (−0.627; 0.612)
BL versus 24 mth: ns, g= 0.137 (−0.486; 0.760)

Left hand BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.165 (−0.459; 0.7889)
BL versus 06 mth: p= 0.116, g= 0.503 (−0.155; 1.160)
BL versus 12 mth: p= 0.092, g= 0.545 (−0.119; 1.209)

BL versus 18 mth: ↑, p= 0.024, g= 0.783 (0.075; 1.492)
BL versus 24 mth: ↑, p= 0.009, g= 0.961 (0.211; 1.710)

Arithmetic (WAIS) BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.457 (−0.195; 1.108)
BL versus 06 mth: ns, g= 0.477 (−0.177; 1.131)
BL versus 12 mth: ns, g= 0.242 (−0.387; 0.870)

BL versus 18 mth: ns, g= 0.478 (−0.176; 1.132)
BL versus 24 mth: p= 0.070, g= 0.595 (−0.078; 1.267)

Luria tasks – –

Rythm reproduction BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= −0.467 (−1.120; 0.186)
BL versus 06 mth: ns, g= −0.413 (−1.058; 0.233)
BL versus 12 mth: p=0.118, g= −0.500 (−1.158; 0.157)

BL versus 18 mth: ns, g= −0.222 (−0.850; 0.405)
BL versus 24 mth: ns, g= −0.147 (−0.771; 0.476)

Motor test BL versus 03 mth: ↑, p= 0.005, g= 1.071 (0.294; 1.849)
BL versus 06 mth: ↑, p< 0.001, g= 1.413 (0.537; 2.290)
BL versus 12 mth: ↑, p= 0.002, g= 1.266 (0.434; 2.098)

BL versus 18 mth: ↑, p< 0.001, g= 1.636 (0.688; 2.583)
BL versus 24 mth: ↑, p= 0.002, g= 1.243 (0.417; 2.068)

Verbal fluency – –

Letter BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.203 (−0.424; 0.829)
BL versus 06 mth: p= 0.092, g= 0.545 (−0.120; 1.209)
BL versus 12 mth: ns, g= 0.401 (−0.243; 1.045)

BL versus 18 mth: ns, g= 0.430 (−0.218; 1.078)
BL versus 24 mth: ns, g= 0.110 (−0.512; 0.731)

Category BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.121 (−0.501; 0.743)
BL versus 06 mth: p= 0.098, g= 0.534 (−0.129; 1.196)
BL versus 12 mth: p= 0.089, g= 0.551 (−0.114; 1.216)

BL versus 18 mth: ns, g= 0.201 (−0.425; 0.827)
BL versus 24 mth: ns, g= −0.050 (−0.671; 0.570)

40 Corsi test –

Forward BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= −0.082 (−0.521; 0.357)

Backward BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.007 (−0.432; 0.445)

Digit span –

Forward BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.080 (−0.359; 0.519)

Backward BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.296 (−0.152; 0.743)

Spinnler matrices BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.098 (−0.342; 0.537)

Stroop –

Word BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.021 (−0.418; 0.459)

Color BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.138 (−0.302; 0.578)

Color-word BL versus 02 mth: ↓, p< 0.001, g= 1.736 (1.042; 2.430)

TMT –

Condition A BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.316 (−0.133; 0.765)

Condition B BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.258 (−0.187; 0.704)

B-A (interference) BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.122 (−0.318; 0.562)

CVLT –

Trials 1-5 BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.057 (−0.382; 0.495)

LD-FR BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.029 (−0.409; 0.468)

mWCST –

Categories BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.339 (−0.111; 0.790)

Perseverative errors BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= −0.107 (−0.546; 0.333)

Verbal fluency –

Letter BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.085 (−0.354; 0.524)

Category BL versus 02 mth: ↑, p= 0.003, g= 0.738 (0.244; 1.232)
41 Digit span –

Forward Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.096 (−0.344; 0.535)
Gr. 2: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.116 (−0.324; 0.556)

Backward Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.355 (−0.097; 0.807)
Gr. 2: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.162 (−0.279; 0.604)
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Table 4A. Continued

Ref. Measures of efficacy Results

Stroop –

Word Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.419 (−0.038; 0.876)
Gr. 2: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.179 (−0.263; 0.621)

Color Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.266 (−0.180; 0.712)
Gr. 2: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.148 (−0.292; 0.589)

Color-word Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.310 (−0.139; 0.759)
Gr. 2: BL versus 03 mth: ↓, p= 0.002, g= 0.779 (0.279; 1.280)

TMT –

Condition A Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= −0.089 (−0.528; 0.350)
Gr. 2: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= −0.062 (−0.501; 0.377)

Condition B Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ↑, p< 0.001, g= 0.898 (−1.417; −0.379)
Gr. 2: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= −0.064 (−0.502; 0.375)

B-A (interference) Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ↑, p= 0.008, g= −0.641 (−1.122; −0.160)
Gr. 2: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= −0.108 (−0.547; 0.332)

RAVLT –

Trials 1-5 Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ↑, p= 0.016, g= 0.568 (0.095; 1.040)
Gr. 2: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.145 (−0.296; 0.586)

LD-FR Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.375 (−0.079; 0.828)
Gr. 2: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.087 (−0.352; 0.526)

RPM Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.464 (0.003; 0.925)
Gr. 2: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.440 (−0.019; 0.899)

Tower of London (Krikorian) Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ↑, p= 0.024, g= 0.528 (0.060; 0.995)
Gr. 2: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.019 (−0.419; 0.457)

Verbal fluency –

Letter Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ↑, p= 0.046, g= 0.457 (−0.003; 0.918)
Gr. 2: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.261 (−0.185; 0.706)

Category Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.074 (−0.365; 0.512)
Gr. 2: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.151 (−0.290; 0.591)

42 Modified Stroop task –

Accuracy (%) –

Sensorimotor condition “Off” versus “On”: ns, g= nil; “Off” or “On” versus HCS: ↑, p< 0.0001, g= nil

Neutral condition “Off” versus “On”: ns, g= nil; “Off” or “On” versus HCS: ↑, p< 0.0001, g= nil

Incongruent condition “Off” versus “On”: ↑, p< 0.03, g= nil; “Off” or “On” versus HCS: ↑, p< 0.0001, g= nil

Interference effect
(RT, milliseconds):
“Incongruent”—“Neutral”

“Off” versus “On”: ns, g= 0.127 (−0.441; 0.695)

ΔRT (milliseconds) –

“Neutral”—“Sensorimotor” “Off” versus “On”: ns, g= −0.498 (−1.098; 0.102); HCS versus “Off”: p= 0.092, g= 0.728 (−0.138; 1.595); HCS versus
“On”: ns, g= 0.263 (−0.580; 1.106)

“Incongruent”—“Sensorimotor” “Off” versus “On”: ns, g= −0.386 (−0.973; 0.200); HCS versus “Off”: p= 0.174, g= 0.581 (−0.275; 1.438); HCS versus
“On”: ns, g= 0.080 (−0.760; 0.919)

43 Corsi test –

Forward BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= −0.167 (−0.609; 0.274)

Backward BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.000 (−0.438; 0.438)

Digit span –

Forward BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.294 (−0.154; 0.742)

Backward BL versus 02 mth: ↑, p= 0.027, g= 0.515 (0.048; 0.981)

Spinnler matrices BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.376 (−0.078; 0.829)

Stroop –

Word BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.312 (−0.128; 0.771)

Color BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.335 (−0.116; 0.785)

Color-word BL versus 02 mth: ↓, p< 0.001, g= 1.042 (0.498; 1.587)

TMT –

Condition A BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= −0.075 (−0.514; 0.364)

Condition B BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= −0.161 (−0.602; 0.280)

B-A (interference) BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= −0.254 (−0.699; 0.192)
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size (p= 0.024; g= 0.528) after 3 months of treatment.41 Other
beneficial effects were reported on the TMT-B (alternance and
attention/processing speed; large effect; p< 0.001; g= 0.898) and
TMT B-A (alternance only; medium effect; p= 0.008;
g= 0.641).41

Acute Versus Chronic Effects of Treatment

As the study duration for the seven L-D articles varied greatly,
we compared the results of the two studies42,44 assessing the acute
effects (On/Off paradigm) and the five studies37,39-41,43 reporting
the chronic effects (longer study duration) of L-D on cognition.
Significant acute effects were only reported in a test of cognitive
inhibition42 and a test of motor sequence learning,44 whereas
chronic effects were obtained on multiple tests across five cog-
nitive domains. However, the studies on acute effects were of poor
quality and only reported the results of four tests divided across
four cognitive domains. Furthermore, only one test (modified
Stroop task) is comparable to one of the different tests used in the

studies on chronic effects, and the result is incongruent with those.
This might indicate that acute and chronic treatments have
opposing effects on cognitive inhibition (acute being beneficial
and chronic being deleterious), but it is currently impossible to
conclude anything on that matter considering the scarce data on
acute effects of L-D in the context of this review.

Pramipexole

Table 2B presents the characteristics of four articles with very
low to low MQ reporting the effects of 1-3.9mg/day of PRX on
cognition. The main limitations of these studies were the same as
the L-D studies with low or very low MQ. Two trials were ran-
domized controlled,45,46 one used a randomized cross-over
design40 and the last one used a pretest-posttest within-group
design.47 Study duration ranged from <1 week to 6 months.

Sample sizes varied from 7 to 30 patients. Mean age and
disease duration ranged, respectively, from 57.0 to 63.0 years old
and from 2.5 to 6.8 years. A study exclusively enrolled de novo

Table 4A. Continued

Ref. Measures of efficacy Results

CVLT –

Trials 1-5 BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.304 (−0.144; 0.753)

Long delay free recall BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.105 (−0.334; 0.545)

mWCST –

Categories BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.308 (−0.141; 0.757)

Perseverative errors BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.045 (−0.394; 0.483)

Verbal fluency –

Letter BL versus 02 mth: ↑, p= 0.031, g= 0.501 (0.036; 0.966)

Category BL versus 02 mth: ↑, p= 0.046, g= 0.458 (−0.003; 0.919)
44 MMSE “Off” versus “On”: ns, g= 0.081 (−0.970; 0.032); HCS versus “Off”: ns, g= −0.196 (−0.837; 0.445);

HCS versus “On”: ns, g= −0.098 (−0.738; 0.542)

MoCA “Off” versus “On”: ns, g= 0.000 (−0.475; 0.475); HCS versus “Off”: ns, g= 0.038 (−0.602; 0.677);
HCS versus “On”: ns, g= 0.033 (−0.607; 0.672)

Explicit motor sequence learning task –

Learning magnitude (RT; ms) –

Effect of learning phase “Off” versus “On”: ↑, p< 0.0001, g= nil; HCS versus “Off”: ↑, p< 0.0001, g= nil; HCS versus “On”: ↑, p< 0.0001, g= nil

Effect of Rx status “Off” versus “On”: ns, g= nil

Learning effect (no. of error) –

Rx status × learning phase “Off” versus “On”: ↑, p< 0.05, g= nil

Early phase “Off” versus “On”: ↑, p< 0.05, g= nil

Middle phase “Off” versus “On”: ns, g= nil

Late phase “Off” versus “On”: ns, g= nil

Learning phase effect “Off” state: ↑, p< 0.05, g= nil; “On” state: ns, g= nil; HCS: ns, g= nil

Grooved Pegboard test (most affected
hand)

“Off” versus “On”: ns, g= −0.469 (−0.970; 0.032)

↑= Statistically significant improvement post-treatment/better performance in the experimental group; ↓= statistically significant deterioration post-treatment/
worse performance in experimental group; ΔRT= differences (Δ) in RT associated with the task conditions (incongruent and neutral) after subtraction of the
sensorimotor RT; BL= baseline; BSRT=Buschke Selective Reminding Test; BVRT=Benton’s Visual Retention Test; CVLT=California Verbal Learning
Test; FTT=Finger Tapping Test; g=Hedges’ g effect size; Gr.= group; HCS= healthy control subjects; LD-FR= long delay-free recall; MMSE=Mini-
Mental State Examination; mth=months; MoCA=Montreal Cognitive Assessment; nil= information not available; ns=non-significant; OMO=Odd Man
Out; RAVLT=Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test; Ref.= reference; ROCFT=Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure Test; RPM=Raven’s Progressive Matrices;
RT= reaction times; Rx=medication administered to the experimental group; SDMT=Symbol Digit Modalities Test; SRT=Simple Reaction Time;
TMT=Trail Making Test; WAIS=Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale; mWCST=modified Wisconsin Card Sorting Test.
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patients.45 The MMSE/MoCA mean scores (from 28.1 to 28.8)
suggest that the majority of PD patients had either slightly altered
or intact cognition before treatment. Table 4B shows the results of
the PRX studies.

Two of the four PRX studies presented some statistically sig-
nificant results on their cognitive outcome measures. On a total of
35 results, 2 (5.7%) indicated a statistically significant effect, both
of those effects being deleterious. With these few significant
results, it was not possible to appreciate the possible convergence
of the effects.

Attention/Processing Speed/Working Memory

No significant effects of PRXwere found on tests of visual and
verbal attention/working memory (Spinnler Matrices,40,45 Stroop
test,40,46 TMT A-B,40,46 SRT,45 Corsi test,40 Digit Span40) after
<1 to 24 weeks of treatment.

Episodic Memory

Only one study (n=20)40 reported data on the effects of PRX on
memory, using the CVLT. A detrimental effect of small to medium
effect size (p= 0.037; g=0.481) was reported after 2 months of
treatment with 3.9mg/day of PRX on the CVLT-trials 1-5 score
(verbal encoding and learning). The difference in performance for
the CVLT-delayed recall (retrieval and retention over time) did not
reach statistical significance (p= 0.052; g= 0.445).

Concept Formation and Reasoning

There was no significant difference in performance on the
mWCST after 2 months of treatment.40

Executive Functions

The performance of the seven participants involved in an On/
Off-treatment paradigm deteriorated on the large reward choices
condition of a delay discounting task (p= 0.003), but did not
change on a go/no-go task (both tests assess impulsivity/inhibi-
tion).47 No significant effect of PRX was found on verbal fluency
tasks (n= 2040; 3046) after 2 and 6 months of treatment.

Acute Versus Chronic Effects of Treatment

There was one study on acute effects and three studies on
chronic effects for PRX. Out of the two tests administered in the
acute effects study, both measuring inhibition/impulsivity, one
yielded a significant deleterious effect. However, as no studies on
chronic effects administered tests of impulse control or cognitive
inhibition, it is impossible to compare the impact of acute and
chronic administration of PRX.

Selegiline

Table 2C presents the characteristics of three studies with very
low to high MQ that evaluated the effects of 10mg/day of SEL on
cognition. The main limitations of the studies with low-very low
MQ were the same as the L-D studies in the same categories. As for
the high-MQ study, it only lost a few points for the lack of
description of side effects and for not detailing the reasons for
patient withdrawals. One study was a randomized, double-blind,
placebo-controlled trial,48 another was a randomized, double-blind,
cross-over, placebo-controlled trial49 and the last one was a

pretest-posttest controlled trial.50 Study durations ranged from
3 to 24 months.

Group sample sizes varied from 9 to 187 patients. Mean age
and disease duration ranged from, respectively, 55.4 to 66.9 years
old and from 1.3 to 3.9 years. Only one study enrolled de novo
patients and provided MMSE data before treatment (mean
score= 28.8),48 indicating mildly impaired or intact cognitive
functioning. Table 4C shows the results of the SEL studies.

Two of the three SEL studies presented some statistically sig-
nificant results on their cognitive outcome measures. On a total of
124 results, 11 (8.9%) indicated a statistically significant effect,
36.4% of these effects being deleterious and 63.6% being bene-
ficial. Most significant effects were found on measures of concept
formation and reasoning (45.5%). In all, 55% of the significant
effects were reported by the high-MQ study, whereas the
remaining 45% were reported by the low-MQ study. For the
cognitive domains that were assessed by more than one study,
results tended to be divergent between studies.

Global Cognition

Performance in the SEL group was maintained, whereas the Pb
group’s performance improved, leading to a small deleterious
effect of SEL when comparing the two groups (p= 0.010;
g= 0.274) in the annual rate of change (ARoC) on the MMSE
(n= 187).48 Regarding the WAIS-IQ score, no significant differ-
ence was reported between the SEL and the untreated PD groups
after 3 months of treatment (n= 17).50

Attention/Processing Speed/Working Memory

There was no significant change after SEL treatment on the
Digit Span, the Spot-the-Dot task and the SDMT.48

Episodic Memory

A robust study48 obtained a detrimental effect of SEL treat-
ment on the ARoC on the BSRT-delayed recall, but with a small
effect size (p= 0.018; g= 0.173). However, this effect was no
longer significant when compared with Pb. In another study,50 the
performance of the SEL group compared with the untreated group
on the PGIMS total score was in the direction of an amelioration,
but did not reach statistical significance (p= 0.052; g= 0.699).
Finally, a third study49 reported no significant difference on the
Rivermead Behavioral Memory Test (RBMT) after 2 months of
treatment, except for a large beneficial effect on the screening
score (p= 0.044; g= 0.717) for one of the two groups (n= 17
and 11) when compared with baseline, which was no longer sig-
nificant when compared with Pb.

Construction and Motor Performance

No significant change on the Rod Orientation Test (fine man-
ual dexterity) was observed after 2 months of SEL treatment.49

Concept Formation and Reasoning

The performance of patients deteriorated when they switched
from a 2-month Pb trial to a 2-month SEL trial on the WCST, with
an increase of the perseverative responses (p= 0.012; g= 1.129)
and errors (p= 0.035; g= 0.926).49 On a similar test, the OMO,
there was no difference compared with Pb. The OMO is generally
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Table 4B: Effects of pramipexole on cognitive outcome measures

Ref. Measures of efficacy Results

40 Corsi test –

Forward BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.226 (−0.670; 0.218)

Backward BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.205 (−0.648; 0.238)

Digit span –

Forward BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.140 (−0.301; 0.580)

Backward BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.247 (−0.198; 0.692)

Spinnler matrices BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.419 (−0.876; 0.038)

Stroop –

Word BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.159 (−0.600; 0.282)

Color BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.235 (−0.679; 0.210)

Color-word BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.087 (−0.526; 0.352)

TMT –

Condition A BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.448 (−0.012; 0.907)

Condition B BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.421 (−0.037; 0.878)

B-A (interference) BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.329 (−0.121; 0.779)

CVLT –

Trials 1-5 BL versus 02 mth: ↓, p= 0.037, g= − 0.481 (−0.944; −0.018)

LD-FR BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.445 (−0.904; 0.015)

mWCST –

Categories BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.200 (−0.242; 0.643)

Perseverative errors BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.103 (−0.542; 0.337)

Verbal fluency –

Letter BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.169 (−0.611; 0.272)

Category BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.162 (−0.603; 0.279)

45 Spinnler matrices “Off” versus “On”: ns, g= 0.247 (−0.383; 0.876)

SRT (RT, ms) “Off” versus “On”: ns, g= 0.203 (−0.423; 0.829)

46 Stroop (Color-word) Gr. 1: BL versus 06 mth: ns, g= 0.176 (−0.184; 0.537)
Gr. 2: BL versus 06 mth: ns, g= 0.303 (−0.098; 0.704)
Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 06 mth: ns, g= − 0.104 (−0.636; 0.427)

TMT –

Condition A Gr. 1: BL versus 06 mth: ns, g= 0.080 (−0.278; 0.438)
Gr. 2: BL versus 06 mth: ns, g= 0.071 (−0.322; 0.464)
Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 06 mth: ns, g= 0.010 (−0.521; 0.541)

Condition B Gr. 1: BL versus 06 mth: ns, g= 0.105 (−0.253; 0.464)
Gr. 2: BL versus 06 mth: ns, g= 0.033 (−0.359; 0.425)
Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 06 mth: ns, g= 0.083 (−0.448; 0.614)

Verbal fluency (letter) Gr. 1: BL versus 06 mth: ns, g= − 0.102 (−0.461; 0.257)
Gr. 2: BL versus 06 mth: ns, g= − 0.063 (−0.455; 0.330)
Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 06 mth: ns, g= − 0.056 (−0.587; 0.475)

47 Delay discounting task –

Small-reward choices “Off” versus “On”: ns, g= nil

Large-reward choices “Off” versus “On”: ↓, p= 0.003, g= nil

Go/no-go task –

RT (ms) “Off” versus “On”: ns, g= − 0.275 (−1.030; 0.480)

Errors “Off” versus “On”: ns, g= nil

↓= Statistically significant deterioration post-treatment/worse performance in experimental group; BL= baseline; CVLT=
California Verbal Learning Test; g=Hedges’ g effect size; Gr.= group; LD-FR= long delay-free recall; mth=months; mWCST=
modified Wisconsin Card Sorting Test; ns= non-significant; Ref.= reference; RT= reaction times; SRT= simple reaction time;
TMT=Trail Making Test.
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Table 4C: Effects of selegiline on cognitive outcome measures

Ref. Measures of efficacy Results

48 MMSE Gr. 3: ARoC: ns, g= 0.000 (−0.143; 0.143)
Gr. 1: ARoC: ↑, p< 0.001, g= 0.273 (0.122; 0.424)
Gr. 1 versus Gr. 3: ARoC: ↓, p= 0.010, g= − 0.274 (−0.481; −0.066)

Digit span –

Forward Gr. 3: ARoC: ns, g= 0.000 (−0.143; 0.143)
Gr. 1: ARoC: ns, g= − 0.090 (−0.239; 0.059)
Gr. 1 versus Gr. 3: ARoC: ns, g= 0.095 (−0.112; 0.302)

Backward Gr. 3: ARoC: ns, g= 0.059 (−0.085; 0.202)
Gr. 1: ARoC: ns, g= − 0.048 (−0.196; 0.101)
Gr. 1 versus Gr. 3: ARoC: ns, g= 0.105 (−0.102; 0.312)

Spot-the-dot task Gr. 3: ARoC: ns, g= − 0.143 (−0.287; 0.001)
Gr. 1: ARoC: ns, g= − 0.117 (−0.266; 0.032)
Gr. 1 versus Gr. 3: ARoC: ns, g= 0.000 (−0.206; 0.206)

SDMT Gr. 3: ARoC: ns, g= 0.040 (−0.103; 0.184)
Gr. 1: ARoC: ns, g= − 0.112 (−0.261; 0.037)
Gr. 1 versus Gr. 3: ARoC: ns, g= 0.157 (−0.050; 0.363)

BSRT

Total recall Gr. 3: ARoC: ns, g= 0.010 (−0.044; 0.243)
Gr. 1: ARoC: ns, g= 0.070 (−0.079; 0.129)
Gr. 1 versus Gr. 3: ARoC: ns, g= 0.000 (−0.206; 0.206)

Long-term recall Gr. 3: ARoC: ns, g= 0.038 (−0.105; 0.181)
Gr. 1: ARoC: ns, g= 0.120 (−0.029; 0.270)
Gr. 1 versus Gr. 3: ARoC: ns, g= − 0.096 (−0.302; 0.111)

Delayed recall Gr. 3: ARoC: ↓, p= 0.018, g= − 0.173 (−0.318; −0.029)
Gr. 1: ARoC: ns, g= − 0.077 (−0.225; 0.072)
Gr. 1 versus Gr. 3: ARoC: ns, g= − 0.082 (−0.288; 0.125)

OMO

Trials 1 + 3 Gr. 3: ARoC: ns, g= 0.093 (−0.050; 0.237)
Gr. 1: ARoC: ns, g= 0.000 (−0.149; 0.149)
Gr. 1 versus Gr. 3: ARoC: ns, g= 0.102 (−0.104; 0.309)

Trials 2 + 4 Gr. 3: ARoC: ns, g= 0.142 (−0.002; 0.286)
Gr. 1: ARoC: ↑, p< 0.001, g= 0.280 (0.128; 0.431)
Gr. 1 versus Gr. 3: ARoC: ns, g= − 0.167 (−0.373; 0.041)

COWAT Gr. 3: ARoC: ↑, p< 0.001, g= 0.588 (0.433; 0.743)
Gr. 1: ARoC: ↑, p< 0.001, g= 0.629 (0.466; 0.792)
Gr. 1 versus Gr. 3: ARoC: ns, g= − 0.051 (−0.257; 0.156)

49 RBMT –

Profile score Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: p= 0.056, g= 0.673 (−0.050; 1.397)
Gr. 1: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.088 (−0.504; 0.680)
Gr. 1: 02 mth versus 04 mth: ns, g= 0.346 (−0.262; 0.955)
Gr. 1 versus Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: p= 0.184, g= 0.595 (−0.305; 1.496)
Gr. 1: (BL versus 02 mth) versus (02 mth versus 04 mth): ns, g= 0.273 (−0.566; 1.113)

Screening score Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ↑, p= 0.044, g= 0.717 (−0.016; 1.450)
Gr. 1: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.179 (−0.417; 0.774)
Gr. 1: 02 mth versus 04 mth: ns, g= 0.128 (−0.465; 0.722)
Gr. 1 versus Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.416 (−0.4474; 1.307)
Gr. 1: (BL versus 02 mth) versus (02 mth versus 04 mth): ns, g= − 0.053 (−0.889; 0.783)

Prose-immediate Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.426 (−0.257; 1.108)
Gr. 1: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.298 (−0.306; 0.902)
Gr. 1: 02 mth versus 04 mth: ns, g= − 0.086 (−0.678; 0.506)
Gr. 1 versus Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.241 (−0.643; 1.125)
Gr. 1: (BL versus 02 mth) versus (02 mth versus 04 mth): ns, g= − 0.384 (−1.227; 0.460)

Prose-delayed Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.452 (−0.234; 1.138)
Gr. 1: BL versus 02 mth: p= 0.072, g= 0.560 (−0.076; 1.195)
Gr. 1: 02 mth versus 04 mth: ns, g= − 0.198 (−0.795; 0.399)
Gr. 1 versus Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.211 (−1.094; 0.673)
Gr. 1: (BL versus 02 mth) versus (02 mth versus 04 mth): p= 0.065, g= − 0.801 (−1.700; 0.0675)
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Table 4C. Continued

Ref. Measures of efficacy Results

ROT –

Total errors Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.482 (−1.172; 0.209)
Gr. 1: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.171 (−0.767; 0.424)
Gr. 1: 02 mth versus 04 mth: ns, g= 0.096 (−0.497; 0.688)
Gr. 1 versus Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.108 (−0.990; 0.774)
Gr. 1: (BL versus 02 mth) versus (02 mth versus 04 mth): ns, g= 0.282 (−0.558; 1.122)

Visual vertical errors Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.183 (−0.476; 0.842)
Gr. 1: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.482 (−0.143; 1.106)
Gr. 1: 02 mth versus 04 mth: ns, g= − 0.111 (−0.704; 0.482)
Gr. 1 versus Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.143 (−1.025; 0.739)
Gr. 1: (BL versus 02 mth) versus (02 mth versus 04 mth): p= 0.227, g= − 0.512 (−1.361; 0.338)

Visual horizontal errors Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.255 (−0.919; 0.409)
Gr. 1: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.274 (−0.876; 0.328)
Gr. 1: 02 mth versus 04 mth: ns, g= 0.178 (−0.418; 0.774)
Gr. 1 versus Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.222 (−0.661; 1.106)
Gr. 1: (BL versus 02 mth) versus (02 mth versus 04 mth): ns, g= 0.476 (−0.372; 1.323)

Tactile vertical errors Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.347 (−1.020; 0.326)
Gr. 1: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.013 (−0.604; 0.579)
Gr. 1: 02 mth versus 04 mth: ns, g= 0.073 (−0.519; 0.665)
Gr. 1 versus Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.220 (−1.104; 0.663)
Gr. 1: (BL versus 02 mth) versus (02 mth versus 04 mth): ns, g= 0.090 (−0.746; 0.926)

Tactile horizontal errors Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.345 (−1.017; 0.328)
Gr. 1: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.202 (−0.799; 0.395)
Gr. 1: 02 mth versus 04 mth: ns, g= 0.293 (−0.311; 0.896)
Gr. 1 versus Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.000 (−0.881; 0.881)
Gr. 1: (BL versus 02 mth) versus (02 mth versus 04 mth): ns, g= 0.463 (−0.384; 1.310)

APM Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.261 (−0.925; 0.403)
Gr. 1: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.199 (−0.796; 0.397)
Gr. 1: 02 mth versus 04 mth: ns, g= 0.000 (−0.591; 0.591)
Gr. 1 versus Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.166 (−1.049; 0.716)
Gr. 1: (BL versus 02 mth) versus (02 mth versus 04 mth): ns, g= 0.193 (−0.645; 1.030)

WCST –

Total correct Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.054 (−0.600; 0.708)
Gr. 1: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.311 (−0.294; 0.916)
Gr. 1: 02 mth versus 04 mth: ns, g= 0.120 (−0.473; 0.713)
Gr. 1 versus Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.261 (−1.145; 0.624)
Gr. 1: (BL versus 02 mth) versus (02 mth versus 04 mth): ns, g= − 0.203 (−1.041; 0.635)

Total errors Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.211 (−0.872; 0.450)
Gr. 1: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.204 (−0.801; 0.393)
Gr. 1: 02 mth versus 04 mth: ns, g= − 0.169 (−0.764; 0.427)
Gr. 1 versus Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.066 (−0.947; 0.816)
Gr. 1: (BL versus 02 mth) versus (02 mth versus 04 mth): ns, g= 0.046 (−0.790; 0.882)

Non-perseverative errors Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.131 (−0.787; 0.525)
Gr. 1: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.227 (−0.372; 0.825)
Gr. 1: 02 mth versus 04 mth: ns, g= − 0.366 (−0.977; 0.244)
Gr. 1 versus Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.378 (−1.267; 0.511)
Gr. 1: (BL versus 02 mth) versus (02 mth versus 04 mth): p= 0.153, g= − 0.610 (−1.465; 0.245)

Perseverative responses Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.204 (−0.864; 0.456)
Gr. 1: BL versus 02 mth: ↑, p= 0.026, g= − 0.726 (−1.391; −0.062)
Gr. 1: 02 mth versus 04 mth: ns, g= 0.329 (−0.278; 0.935)
Gr. 1 versus Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.297 (−0.588; 1.183)
Gr. 1: (BL versus 02 mth) versus (02 mth versus 04 mth): ↓, p= 0.012, g= 1.129 (0.229; 2.029)

Perseverative errors Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.196 (−0.855; 0.464)
Gr. 1: BL versus 02 mth: ↑, p= 0.025, g= − 0.731 (−1.396; −0.066)
Gr. 1: 02 mth versus 04 mth: ns, g= 0.136 (−0.458; 0.730)
Gr. 1 versus Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.274 (−0.611; 1.159)
Gr. 1: (BL versus 02 mth) versus (02 mth versus 04 mth): ↓, p= 0.035, g= 0.926 (0.047; 1.806)

Categories achieved Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.031 (−0.685; 0.622)
Gr. 1: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.438 (−0.181; 1.056)
Gr. 1: 02 mth versus 04 mth: ns, g= 0.000 (−0.591; 0.591)
Gr. 1 versus Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.443 (−1.335; 0.449)
Gr. 1: (BL versus 02 mth) versus (02 mth versus 04 mth): ns, g= − 0.474 (−1.321; 0.374)
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easier to perform than the WCST, because it involves fewer
concepts to discover and also less trials to complete.

Executive Functions

Both the SEL-treated (p< 0.001; g= 0.588) and Pb (p< 0.001;
g= 0.629) groups improved on the ARoC of the Controlled Oral
Word Association Test (COWAT) (verbal fluency). However, no
significant difference was found between the ARoC of the two
groups. Thus, the improvement probably indicates a practice
effect, rather than a real treatment effect of SEL.

Rasagiline

Table 2D presents the characteristics of the only study36 on
RAS that met our inclusion criteria. As a study with lowMQ, it has
the same limitations as the L-D studies with low-very low MQ,
except for the blinding of assessors and subjects. In this rando-
mized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial, a dose of 1mg/day
of RAS was given to 23 participants for a 3-month period. Mean
age and disease duration of the RAS and Pb groups were, respec-
tively, 65.2 and 67.6 years old and 4.1 and 4.0 years. The mean
MMSE score at baseline was unavailable. However, according to
the authors, patients had to be cognitively impaired, but not
demented, to be enrolled in the study. The authors defined cogni-
tive impairment as having a performance 1.5 SDs below normative
scores on the screening neuropsychological tests for two out of the
four cognitive domains they assessed. These criteria are similar to
the PD-MCI definition published later.1 Its main methodological
limitations were same as those of the SEL studies. Table 4D shows
the results on the cognitive outcomes.

Of a total of 25 cognitive results, two (8%) indicated a statis-
tically significant effect, both of them being beneficial. With these
few significant results, it was not possible to appreciate the pos-
sible convergence of the effects.

Attention/Processing Speed/Working Memory

The performance remained unchanged on the Digit Span for-
ward (attention span) after 3 months of treatment, but improved on
the Digit Span backward (verbal working memory), with a

medium-size effect (p= 0.042; g= 0.594). On the DOT-A, a
beneficial change of medium effect size was also reported,
although it did not reach statistical significance (p= 0.051;
g= 0.569). No significant difference was obtained on the TMT-A
(attention/processing speed). Altogether, these results suggest a
positive, but selective, effect of RAS on the Central Executive
System of Baddeley’s Working Memory model.116,117

Perception, Episodic Memory, Naming and Construction
Performance

No significant effects of RAS were registered on the tests of
naming, visual perception and construction, verbal and visual
episodic memory after 3 months of treatment.

Executive Functions

Patients treated with RAS ameliorated performances on the
verbal fluency total score with medium effect size (p=0.038;
g= 0.608). However, when the results of each fluency task (cate-
gory and lexical fluency) were analyzed individually, the improve-
ment was not significant on the lexical (p=0.155; g=0.411) and
the category (p=0.124; g= 0.445) fluency tasks. No change
occurred on performing the Stroop test and the TMT-B.

DISCUSSION

The present systematic review aimed at studying the impact of
currently relevant antiparkinson medications on cognition in mild-
to-moderate PD. In total, 14 studies involving non-demented PD
patients with intact or compromised cognition were analyzed.
Overall, quality of evidence was poor; 11/14 studies had low or
very low MQ scores. On average, SEL studies were of higher
quality (mean MQ score= 57.2%), followed by RAS (52.2%),
L-D (49.7%) and PRX (40.8%). Nevertheless, all studies used
well-validated cognitive tests, and most studies administered an
exhaustive neuropsychological battery. However, some cognitive
domains such as language, praxis performances and perception
were under-represented in the reviewed studies. Therefore, we
lack data to clearly assess the effects of antiparkinson medication
on these cognitive domains.

Table 4C. Continued

Ref. Measures of efficacy Results

Trials to first category Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.011 (−0.664; 0.643)
Gr. 1: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= − 0.299 (−0.904; 0.305)
Gr. 1: 02 mth versus 04 mth: ns, g= − 0.107 (−0.700; 0.485)
Gr. 1 versus Gr. 2: BL versus 02 mth: ns, g= 0.276 (−0.609; 1.162)
Gr. 1: (BL versus 02 mth) versus (02 mth versus 04 mth): ns, g= 0.275 (−0.565; 1.114)

50 WAIS Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.433 (−0.064; 0.930)
Gr. 2: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= − 0.018 (−0.524; 0.488)
Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.481 (−0.222; 1.186)

PGIMS Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.488 (−0.015; 0.991)
Gr. 2: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= − 0.205 (−0.716; 0.307)
Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: p= 0.052, g= 0.699 (−0.016; 1.414)

↑= Statistically significant improvement post-treatment/better performance in the experimental group; ↓= statistically significant deterioration post-
treatment/worse performance in experimental group; APM=Advanced Progressive Matrices; ARoC=Annual Rates of Change; BL= baseline;
BSRT=Buschke Selective Reminding Test; COWAT=Controlled Oral Word Association Test; g=Hedges’ g effect size; Gr.= group;
MMSE=Mini-Mental State Examination; mth=months; ns= non-significant; OMO-Odd Man Out; PGIMS= PGI Memory Scale; RBMT=Rivermead
Behavioral Memory Test; Ref.=Reference; ROT=Rod Orientation Test; RT= reaction times; SDMT= Symbol Digit Modalities Test; WAIS=Weschler
Adult Intelligence Scale; WCST=Wisconsin Card Sorting Test.
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Regarding L-D, medium to large deleterious effect sizes were
almost exclusively obtained on a well-validated measure of inhi-
bition capacity (Stroop). On the other hand, beneficial effects
were mainly reported on processes such as memory encoding and
retrieval (medium to large effect sizes), planning/organization
(medium effect size), flexibility (medium to large effect sizes),
verbal fluency (small to large effect sizes) and concept formation
(small effect size). Results were less consistent for attention/pro-
cessing speed and for working memory, sometimes with a bene-
ficial effect of L-D (small to medium effect sizes) and sometimes
with deterioration or no change.

These results are mostly in accordance with the dopamine
overdose hypothesis,19,118 stating that in mild PD clinically
effective doses of L-D could compensate for the DA depletion in
the dorso-lateral frontostriatal loop, while at the same time
overdosing relatively intact circuits such as the orbitofrontal loop.
As suggested in the inverted U-shaped model16 of dopaminergic
stimulation, insufficient and excessive levels of DA in a loop’s
structures could alter the cognitive processes associated with these
structures. The present findings, in line with these hypotheses,
suggest that L-D principally improves executive processes
associated with the dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC),

Table 4D: Effects of rasagiline on cognitive outcome measures

Ref. Measures of efficacy Results

36 Digit span –

Forward Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.158 (−0.409; 0.726)

Backward Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ↑, p= 0.042, g= 0.594 (0.016; 1.173)

Total Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: p= 0.053, g= 0.563 (−0.015; 1.140)

DOT-A Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: p= 0.051, g= 0.569 (−0.008; 1.147)

Stroop –

Time difference Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.239 (−0.330; 0.807)

Error Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.052 (−0.515; 0.618)

Spontaneous corrections Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: p= 0.070, g= 0.527 (−0.050; 1.103)

TMT –

Condition A Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.070 (−0.497; 0.636)

Condition B Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= − 0.008 (−0.574; 0.558)

B-A (interference) Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= − 0.022 (−0.588; 0.544)

BFR Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= − 0.059 (−0.625; 0.508)

BJLO Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.368 (−0.203; 0.939)

Verbal paired associates (WMS-R) –

Immediate recall Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= − 0.268 (−0.867; 0.301)

Delayed free recall Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= − 0.006 (−0.572; 0.560)

Recognition Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= − 0.163 (−0.730; 0.404)

Delayed recall + recognition Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= − 0.235 (−0.804; 0.333)

Learning score Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.015 (−0.551; 0.582)

Visual reproduction (WMS-R) –

Immediate recall Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.187 (−0.381; 0.754)

Delayed recall Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.309 (−0.260; 0.879)

Recognition Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.078 (−0.488; 0.645)

BNT Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.104 (−0.463; 0.671)

CDT Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.207 (−0.361; 0.775)

Verbal fluency –

Letter Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.411 (−0.161; 0.984)

Category Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ns, g= 0.445 (−0.128; 1.018)

Total Gr. 2 versus Gr. 1: BL versus 03 mth: ↑, p= 0.038, g= 0.608 (0.029; 1.187)

↑= Statistically significant improvement post-treatment/better performance in the experimental group; ↓= statistically significant dete-
rioration post-treatment/worse performance in experimental group; BFR=Benton Facial Recognition; BJLO=Benton Judgment of Line
Orientation; BL= baseline; BNT=Boston Naming Test; CDT=Clock Drawing Test; DOT-A=Adaptive Digit Ordering Test; g=
Hedges’ g effect size; Gr.=group; mth=months; ns= non-significant; Ref.= reference; TMT=Trail Making Test; WAIS=Weschler
Adult Intelligence Scale; WMS-R=Weschler Memory Scale-Revised.
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while also altering the inhibition capacity associated with the
orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) in mild-to-moderate PD.

Yet, as mentioned earlier, some contradictory results were also
reported, with some benefits on inhibition and deterioration in
information processing speed. The large deterioration on the
Stroop-Word was recorded by the only study that had recruited de
novo patients39 and used the highest mean daily dosage of L-D
(540mg/day). The combination of milder disease and higher
dosage might partly explain the negative effects, possibly via
overdosing the less-damaged DA loops. The improvement of the
inhibitory processes was reported by the only study42 that used an
LD+DDCI treatment, a Stroop test modified for MRI adminis-
tration, and an On/Off-treatment paradigm. In addition, the
participants had longer disease durations but the UPDRS scores
were comparable to other studies using the Stroop.39-41,43 Thus,
these patients possibly deteriorated more slowly and/or had better
motor response from antiparkinson medication compared with
patients from other studies. Taken together, these methodological
differences might explain the contradictory results.

Cognitive results following PRX treatment suggest that PRX
negatively affects verbal learning capacities (medium effect) at
high dosage (3.9mg/day) and impulse control at low dosage
(1mg/day). On a brighter note, there were no indications that PRX
induced changes in other cognitive tasks (attentional/executive).

However, many factors must be taken into consideration
regarding the PRX results. First, the four PRX studies were of
very low to low MQ, exposing them to bias and limiting their
capacity to detect or exclude important effects. Second, the two
significant results were each reported solely on one condition of
one test, making it impossible to verify whether the significant
effects tend to converge or diverge within each cognitive domain.
Thus, there is insufficient evidence to conclude that PRX affects
cognition, but it is impossible to exclude that there might be some
effects either. At best, these results could indicate that episodic
memory and impulse control might be more susceptible to be
affected by this medication. Some support for impulse control
already exists, as other studies report an increased incidence of
impulse-control disorders following PRX treatment in PD.119,120

Regarding SEL, the three studies administered the maximum
recommended dose (10mg/day) and their results suggest that SEL
negatively affects concept formation and reasoning (large
effect), as well as global cognition (small effect). Some divergent
results were obtained on episodic memory, although no change
in performance ended up being statistically significant. These
conflicting results seem to be best explained by methodological
differences between studies (i.e., low vs. high MQ, presence
of a Pb group or not) and from differences in group characteristics
within studies (i.e., disease stage, severity of symptoms, scolarity),
than by an effect of SEL treatment.

The detrimental effect on global cognition was reported on the
MMSE (small effect size) by a robust longitudinal study48

(MQ= 84.8%) when SEL was compared with Pb. Considering
that theMMSE is not particularly sensitive to cognitive changes in
PD,121,122 the fact that a significant deterioration was caught,
albeit small, likely suggests that SEL could have some longer-
term deleterious effect on global cognition.

Data on RAS came from only one study36 of low MQ that
included exclusively cognitively impaired, but not demented, patients.
Three months of RAS treatment at maximum recommended doses
(1mg/day) did not alter these patients’ cognitive abilities. It might

even have benefited the central executive component of working
memory (medium effect) and verbal fluency (medium effect).

Nevertheless, it is impossible to conclude that, overall, RAS
has the potential to benefit certain cognitive functions in mild-to-
moderate PD, nor is it possible to exclude this possibility. Although
the study36 had many strengths (e.g., randomized, double-blind,
placebo-controlled trial, extensive cognitive battery), its results were
obtained on a small sample of cognitively altered PD patients on a
short period of time, which alters the validity and generalizability of
the reported effects. It might nonetheless indicate that working
memory and verbal fluencymight be more susceptible to be affected
by RAS. However, two recent studies that did not quite meet our
selection criteria seem to support the absence of cognitive effects for
RAS in cognitively altered or cognitively intact PD patients. The
first study123 tested the effects of 24 weeks of RAS treatment on
cognition, motricity and activities of daily living (ADL) on 170 PD-
MCI patients (n=86 RAS; 84 Pb) using a multicenter, randomized,
double-blind, placebo-controlled design. The authors report bene-
ficial effects on motricity and ADL, but not on cognition. Although
this study123 can neither support nor invalidate the possibility that
certain cognitive functions might be more susceptible to be affected
by RAS in PD-MCI, given that global cognitive measures were
administered instead of a detailed neuropsychological battery, it
does support that RAS does not seem to worsen cognition in this
population. The second study124 was also a randomized, double-
blind, placebo-controlled trial, but did not restrict its sample to PD-
MCI patients and used a neuropsychological battery covering mul-
tiple domains, including attention, executive functions, language,
visuo-spatial perception and memory. The effects of 26 weeks of
RAS treatment were tested on cognition and motricity using a
sample of 45 non-demented patients with mild-to-moderate stage
PD (n= 23 RAS; 22 Pb). It concludes that RAS is an effective
treatment for motor symptoms, but has no effect on cognition in this
population.

When compared with one another, L-D had the most beneficial
and deleterious effects on cognition; PRX showed indications
toward a few negative effects, but did not affect cognition overall;
SEL mildly deteriorated global cognition over time and altered
concept formation; and RAS principally showed no change, but
might induce a few benefits. In general, beneficial effects were
principally reported on DLPFC-related attentional/executive
functions, and deleterious effects were mostly obtained on OFC-
related inhibitory processes and impulse control. The results are
thus mostly in accordance with the predictions of the DA overdose
hypothesis in mild-to-moderate PD, which is especially true for
L-D, as data on other drugs were scarce. These findings are also in
accordance with the conclusions of a narrative review on anti-
parkinsonian effects in mild PD.22 However, the present work
analyzed the effects of more treatments (MAO-B inhibitors) and
presented more exhaustive and quantitative data.

A more puzzling conclusion to be made is with regard to the
effects of antiparkinson medications on episodic memory. The
findings in this domain differed with each treatment and ulti-
mately did not converge toward a general tendency.

Psychometric Qualities of the Cognitive Tests

In total, 42 different cognitive tests were used through the 14
selected studies. The majority of those tests were well-known
measures of their respective cognitive domain, such as the Digit
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Span, the Stroop test, the TMT, the SDMT, the CVLT, the
RAVLT, the ROCFT, the RBMT, the WCST or the COWAT (see
Table 3 for more details). The most frequently used tests by far
were the Digit Span, the Stroop test, the TMT and the verbal
fluency tests. These five tests, along with the RAVLT, con-
currently yielded most of the significant results. The vast majority
of the above-listed tests are cited by the MDS task force guide-
lines1 as good examples of tests to administer for cognitive
assessment in PD. This ensures their validity to detect difficulties
with attention, executive function, episodic memory and verbal
fluency for this population. In addition, they have also shown
good or acceptable test-retest and/or inter-rater reliability with
various populations, which is an important factor in clinical trials
in which the measures are administered by different examiners
repetitively over a short period of time.

However, one test raised questions among the present authors
regarding its psychometric qualities. The Delay Discounting
Task, used in one study,47 is reported to have modest levels of
reliability and questionable construct validity.103 Considering we
already advised caution in the interpretation of the significant
result obtained on this task following PRX treatment, these psy-
chometric concerns reinforce our statement.

Limitations

Many factors must be taken into account for the interpretation of
the present data. First, samples were generally small, with most
studies including around 15 to 20 treated PD patients, with the
exception of the two DATATOP studies (n> 180 treated partici-
pants). Small sample sizes result in lower statistical power, which
can in turn result in a failure to detect subtle treatment effects.
Moreover, given that PD patients have a heterogeneous cognitive
decline, large sample sizes are mandatory to ensure external validity
in studies investigating the impact of medications on cognition.

Second, methodological designs varied widely across the stu-
dies, affecting the internal validity of the results. Only five of the
14 reviewed studies were RCTs.37,39,46,48,49 Randomized con-
trolled trials are the most robust research designs, yet most studies
used only within-group comparisons. It is thus impossible to
know whether a placebo effect or the disease progression con-
tributed to some results. Nine studies were not blinded, making
them vulnerable to patient and investigator biases. Furthermore,
when using an On-/Off-treatment design, studies are more vul-
nerable to be contaminated by a learning effect, because of short
test-retest periods. Nevertheless, the utilization of tests that show
low vulnerability to learning effects at retest in the reviewed stu-
dies should have minimized these effects.

Third, only two studies39,48 lasted more than 6 months, leaving
long-term effects of treatment on cognition mostly unknown.
When looking closely at the results of the longest studies, one
notices that the effects of some medications vary significantly
over time. Hence, it is mandatory to realize more longitudinal
studies to understand the possible variations of the antiparkinson
medications’ effects on cognition over time.

Fourth, the present review selected studies involving patients
taking the relevant drugs in monotherapy or with an adjuvant
medication for which the dosage was not always reported by the
authors. Thus, an interaction effect cannot be excluded for some
results, making the comparison of effects between studies more
complex. However, only studies with a design that isolated the

effect of the selected drug were included in this review. Further-
more, the adjuvant medications administered in the studies are
those usually given to PD patients in clinical settings, thus sup-
porting external validity of the present results.

Fifth, it was difficult to control for the baseline cognitive
functioning of the patients. Only studies including non-demented
patients were selected, but it was not always possible to distin-
guish cognitively compromised from cognitively intact patients at
baseline, notably because the clinical criteria for PD-MCI are
relatively recent.1 Furthermore, some patients could have had co-
pathology, especially with Alzheimer’s disease, which would
have an impact on cognition irrespective of the PD. Without the
use of biomarkers, it is difficult to exclude this possibility. Thus,
comparability between studies could be hindered. Nonetheless,
global scores from MMSE or MoCA, when available, indicated
that patients from different studies had overall similar scores.

Sixth, there are some concerns regarding the methodological
quality assessment. The scale had some limitations during its
validation: it was developed for psychiatric studies, and our MQ
score is not validated. The principal limitation listed by the
CCDAN authors is the portion of subjectivity that affects the
score, as suggested by the lower-than-expected inter-rater relia-
bility of 0.5.32 To minimize the impact of this limit, the two eva-
luators of the present review held meetings before and after they
independently performed the quality assessment. The goals of
these meetings were to reach consensus on the operationalization
of more subjective criteria before starting the assessment of the
studies (CCDAN authors’ suggestions were used when available),
and to solve all discrepancies following the evaluation of the
studies. Whenever a consensus could not be reached, an experi-
enced researcher in the domain (MS) was consulted. Regarding
the psychiatric purposes of the CCDAN, our rationale was that the
literature on cognitive effects of antiparkinson medications shared
some similar limitations to psychiatric studies (e.g., designs of
highly variable quality, small sample sizes). To better differentiate
our studies and avoid a floor effect, we aimed to find a scale that
allowed for a detailed and systematic consideration of the various
aspects of trials’ quality. As for our MQ score, actions have been
taken to ensure transparency of the process (see Method section).
We advise caution regarding over-interpretation of the scores.

Finally, the choice of the antiparkinson medications to be
reviewed in the present paper, based on the CNSF guidelines23

(Level A quality of evidence) to initiate dopaminergic treatment in
PD, might be perceived by non-Canadian readers as being too
specific. However, American Academy of Neurology (AAN)125

and National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE)126

guidelines have generally the same Level A treatment recom-
mendations to initiate PD treatment. The only differences between
the AAN and NICE versus CNSF recommandations is the addi-
tion of cabergoline (AAN) and rotigotine (NICE). There was only
one study41 on the cognitive effects of cabergoline and rotigotine
together with L-D, and it has been reviewed in this paper. The
authors of this study report that the three drugs did not sig-
nificantly modify their patients’ cognitive performance compared
with an Off-treatment condition.

Future Research

Even with low MQ, the data extracted from the reviewed stu-
dies provided interesting information regarding the possible
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association between dopaminergic antiparkinson medications and
cognitive changes in patients with mild-to-moderate PD without
dementia. However, one should keep in mind that some studies
showed no impact at all, whereas some of the observed effects
were of questionable validity. Thus, to better understand this
association, especially during longer periods of time, studies with
significantly higher MQ are required. To achieve this, future
studies will have to use the most robust research designs (double-
blind randomized placebo-controlled trials), use sample sizes of
100 or more, as indicated by the FDA for phase 2 clinical trials,127

and have a study duration of ≥6 months to clearly assess the
evolution of effects, because the results of studies with longer
follow-ups have shown that some effects are only detectable after
2 to 6 months of treatment, whereas other effects seem to vary
over time. This is also supported by a trial128 that compared the
cognitive effects of L-D in demented and non-demented PD
patients, whose results suggest that some effects differed more
than others between those two milestones of PD progression.

Regarding the cognitive evaluations, the current problems
reside in the tendency of using only a few tests to measure several
cognitive functions and of using several tests to assess only one or
two cognitive domains. For instance, domains such as attention
and executive functions were almost always assessed, whereas
domains such as language, perception or visuo-constructive praxis
were neglected. Although attention and executive functions are
the cognitive functions most likely to be affected by DA anti-
parkinsonians, other domains might also be affected (after all,
visuo-construction praxis and syntax involves some executive
functioning, and can be both impaired by alterations of basal
ganglia129). Furthermore, some antiparkinson medications, nota-
bly monoamine oxidase inhibitors, do not exclusively affect
dopaminergic neurotransmission, which could in turn affect cog-
nitive domains underlied by different brain regions. Therefore, all
cognitive domains should be assessed minimally with one test,
whereas the cognitive domains hypothesized to be more respon-
sive to treatment should be thoroughly evaluated (> one test).

As the cognitive effects of the antiparkinson medications seem
to vary over time and with disease progression, it is important to
better differentiate the patient’s cognitive status before treatment.
Interestingly, the only study that recruited exclusively cognitively
compromised patients36 reported some of the most beneficial
results. Thus, differentiating PD-MCI1 from non-MCI patients
would provide better insight regarding the most favorable con-
texts to prescribe the different drugs for healthcare providers.
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